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ABSTRACT Recognizing the various and broad range of applications of unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) and unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) for personal, public and military applications, recent
un-intentional malfunctions of uncontrollable UAVs or intentional attacks on them divert our
attention and motivate us to devise a protection system, referred to as a counter UAV system (CUS).
The CUS, also known as a counter-drone system, protects personal, commercial, public, and military
facilities and areas from uncontrollable and belligerent UAVs by neutralizing or destroying them.
This paper provides a comprehensive survey of the CUS to describe the key technologies of the CUS
and provide sufficient information with wich to comprehend this system. The first part starts with
an introduction of general UAVs and the concept of the CUS. In the second part, we provide an
extensive survey of the CUS through a top-down approach: i) the platform of CUS including ground
and sky platforms and related networks; ii) the architecture of the CUS consisting of sensing systems,
command-and-control (C2) systems, and mitigation systems; and iii) the devices and functions with
the sensors for detection-and-identification and localization-and-tracking actions and mitigators for
neutralization. The last part is devoted to a survey of the CUS market with relevant challenges and
future visions. From the CUS market survey, potential readers can identify the major players in a CUS
industry and obtain information with which to develop the CUS industry. A broad understanding
gained from the survey overall will assist with the design of a holistic CUS and inspire cross-domain
research across physical layer designs in wireless communications, CUS network designs, control
theory, mechanics, and computer science, to enhance counter UAV techniques further.

INDEX TERMS Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), unmanned aircraft system (UAS), counter UAV
system (CUS), counter drone systems, public safety, defense.

I. INTRODUCTION
Given the various practical and potential applications and
purposes behind the use of unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) and unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) from non-
public hobbies to military purposes, UAVs and UASs
have been rigorously studied and developed over the last
30 years. Currently, in real life, we can readily observe
various public and non-public use cases of UAVs, also
widely known as drones. In this paper, UAV is used as a
general term for unmanned aircraft, including remotely

piloted aircraft controlled by an operator on the ground
and drones that can fly autonomously [1]. Though the
word ‘drone’ can be used to describe a wide variety
of vehicles, including even seafaring submarines and
land-based autonomously vehicles, UAVs (or UASs) and
drones are used interchangeably throughout the paper.
Moreover, the UAS, which consists of a UAV and the
controllers, is also used interchangeably with UAV.

A. MOTIVATIONS
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FIGURE 1. Number of incidents caused by UAVs in the United States
from January of 2015 to December of 2019, as reported to the FAA in the
US [12]

1) Rapid Growth of UAVs and Their Applications
Applications of UAVs range from recreation to com-
mercial and military applications, including enjoyment,
hobbies, and games with drones, the filming of movies
for recreation [2]–[4], and the operation of UAVs for
military purposes [5]–[11]. As reported by the federal
aviation administration (FAA) in the United States (US),
there are 1,692,700 registered drones (approximately, 29%
for commercial and 71% for recreation) in the US as
of September 2020 [12]. The commercial UAV industry,
whose dynamics has been dubbed a modern-day gold
rush by multiple industry players [13], has grown rapidly
in tandem with expanding market needs, such as disaster
management, emergency services, agricultural applica-
tions, cargo inspection, or recreational purposes, to name
a few. Clearly, UAVs are considered as an essential enabler
to enlarge commercial markets and are used in various
industries, such as in i) the agricultural industry for seed-
ing, cross-pollination, and crop-dusting [14], [15]; ii) the
distribution industry for the delivery and/or collection
of packages [16]–[19]; iii) the construction industry for
building and measuring [20], [21]; and, iv) the informa-
tion technology (IT) industry for enlarging service cov-
erage areas and establishing emergency networks [22]–
[27]. Furthermore, UAVs are used to provide effective
public services, such as environmental (e.g., traffic and
air pollution) monitoring [28]–[30] and firefighting and
rescue operations [31].

2) Rapid Growth of Accidents and Crimes Involved in UAVs
With the various and vigorous promising applications
of UAVs, now is a suitable time to consider UAVs from
a different angle considering the possibility that they
may threaten our safety. At a 2013 campaign rally in
Dresden, Germany, a quadcopter drone hovered within
a few feet of Angela Merkel, the Chancellor of Germany,
and Thomas Maiziere, the German Defense Minister,
eventually crashing in front of Merkel [32]. This harmless
stunt was found to have been orchestrated by the Pirate
Party in the form of a protest against drone observation

FIGURE 2. Industries affected by UAV incidents across the globe, as
reported in online news articles between December of 2018 to March of
2020 and collected in earlier work [39]

and government surveillance in Germany. The White
House has not remained exempt from threats of rogue
drones either; a DJI quadcopter for recreational purposes
accidentally crash-landed on the south lawn of the White
House in 2015 [33]. The benign nature in these cases,
however, was not replicated in subsequent incidents.
About a year and a half later, a Japanese protester against
the use of nuclear power managed to land a drone,
marked with an odious radioactive sign, on the roof of
the Japanese prime minister’s office [34]. The drone was
carrying a container filled with radioactive sand from
Fukushima. Multiple major news outlets have started to
voice serious concerns over hostile drones (e.g., [35],
[36]). Recently, hostility by malignant drones became
apparent to the general public when Nicolas Maduro, the
President of Venezuela, was attacked by two commercial
drones, each of which contained one kilogram of C-4 ex-
plosive, in Caracas, Venezuela, in August of 2018 [37]. This
series of drone attacks on a head of state captured only a
fraction of the negative externalities of the booming UAV
industry. Rogue drones hovering over airports or private
compounds pose diverse ranges of threats from security
to privacy. Stealth drones deliver contraband by dropping
packages onto prison grounds. Concerns over potential
threats by UAVs have materialized quickly.

Furthermore, according to a survey of online news
articles, there were more than 200 incidents (100 in North
America, 77 in Europe, 38 in Asia/Pacific, 17 in the Middle
East, and 6 in Latin America) in 2019 [38]. As also shown
in Fig. 1, the number of incidents that are caused by
UAVs, as reported to the FAA in the US [12], generally
increases every year. Compared to the total number of
incidents in 2015, i.e., 1,213, this number increased by
76% to 2,142 in 2019.

On the other hand, because UAVs have multidirectional
purposes, their negative effects are also extensive. For
example, UAVs disturb current aviation operations, in-
vade personal privacy, and threaten public and national
safety. Based on data, collected from online news articles
between December of 2018 and March of 2020 [39],
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the industries affected by the UAV-related incidents were
determined These are categorized in Fig. 2. As verified in
the analysis, UAVs affect various industries; in particular,
the majority of incidents occur at airports, at a rate of
approximately 35%. An accident at an airport can cause
serious disasters and even fatalities, posing therefore a
threat to both human life and property.

3) Lack of Studies and Surveys on Counter UAV Systems
To mitigate such alarming effects caused by UAVs, gov-
ernments regulate UAV operations via civil aeronautics
laws irrespective of the operators and operation [40]–
[44]. For the operators, a legal license, insurance, and
registration are required. For example, 171,744 licenses
have been issued as of March of 2020 in the US [12].
With regard to operational regulations, an authorized
private/public office controls and restricts UAV opera-
tions by setting limits on the maximum operation speed
and height, locations, behaviors, and communication
frequency bands. However, because the current regu-
lation passively controls UAV operations, it does not
guarantee privacy and safety from uncontrollable UAVs,
e.g., those with unintentional malfunctions owing to a
connection loss by the operator and the UAVs of the
illegal intruders who attempt to attack public and military
facilities. In keeping with the rapid development of UAV
technologies, the resultant threat from uncontrollable
UAVs is inevitable. Therefore, to secure personal pri-
vacy, commercial, public, and military facilities and areas
from uncontrollable and belligerent UAVs, i.e., malicious
UAVs (mUAVs)1, a protection system, referred to here as
a counter UAV system (CUS), also known as (a.k.a.) a
counter-drone system [38], is desired.

Compared to the regular aircrafts, the UAVs, in gen-
eral, have unique characteristics. For example, UAVs are
unmanned, inexpensive/affordable, fly at low altitudes
with slow speed, and have limited payload. Therefore,
the UAVs can reasonably (re)modeled to mUAVs, and
the mitigators against mUAVs are required to be studied
separately from the existing studies for the defense of the
regular airplanes. The in-depth and large-scale surveys of
CUS, however, are lack and the current surveys have been
performed covering only a part of CUS as summarized
in Table 1 [45]–[52]. On the other hand, in this survey,
we provide a comprehensive survey for designing holistic
CUS that includes platform, architecture, devices, and
their functions for CUS. The CUS platforms will be cate-
gorized according to the mobility and operating area. The
CUS architecture including various sensing, command
and control (C2), and mitigation systems will be surveyed
with the specific functions and devices. Furthermore,
the challenges and vision of the related market will be
provided. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the

1Throughout the paper, uncontrollable and belligerent UAVs, includ-
ing intrusion UAVs and hostile UAVs, are referred to as mUAVs.

TABLE 1. Relevant Surveys and Studies on CUS

Ref. Focus

[45]
Performance evaluation of visible, short-,mid-, and
long-wave infrared sensors for UAV detection

[46] UAV detection, identification, and countermeasures

[47]
UAV detection and classification utilizing radar,
electro-optical/infrared and acoustic sensors

[48]
Surveillance technologies and commercial anti-drone
systems

[49]
Cyber/physical threats from/to UAVs and a few tech-
nologies for detection, tracking, and interdiction

[50]
Proposal of a drone surveillance framework and a
few enabling technologies for the framework

[51] Cyber and physical threats against civilian UAVs
[52] UAV detection for airport protection

This survey
Comprehensive survey for designing holistic CUS:
Platforms, architectures, devices and functions, and
market overview

first work that comprehensively surveys on the CUS as
summarized in the following subsection.

B. ORGANIZATION AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS
SURVEY
The acronyms frequently used in the paper and the
taxonomy of our survey on the CUS are shown in Tables 2
and 3, respectively. Table 3 contains five columns for the
survey topics, subtopics, category, examples/descriptions
with pros and cons, and references. The main survey
consists of three parts from Section II to Section VI
with the following five topics: i) UAV applications and
regulations; ii) platforms and networks of the CUS; iii)
the CUS architecture; iv) devices and functions of the
CUS; and v) markets, challenges, and the future vision of
the CUS.

• The first part, i.e., Section II, is an introductory
part that briefly introduces the various UAV applica-
tions and regulations for operators and operations.
Moreover, the necessity of the CUS is justified by
introducing the concept of the CUS.

• In the second part, the CUS is rigorously surveyed
throughout Sections III, IV, and V through a top-
down approach from the platform to the architecture
of the CUS followed by the devices and functions
of the CUS. In Section III, the CUS platform is
introduced and categorized into three parts based
on the operation methodologies as follows: i) the
ground platform, i.e., the main platform accounting
for approximately 90% of CUS platforms and op-
erated on the ground in static, mobile, and hand-
held manners; ii) the sky platform, approximately
10% of all platforms and operated at low or high
altitudes; and iii) the CUS networks that link multi-
ple platforms. In Section IV, the CUS architecture
is surveyed with related topics, specifically, sens-
ing systems, command-and-control (C2) systems,
and mitigation systems. The sensing systems gather
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TABLE 2. Acronyms / Abbreviations Used in This Paper (Alphabetic order)

Acronym Full name Acronym Full name Acronym Full name

A2A Air-to-air GNSS Global navigation satellite systems pUAV Pursuer UAV

A2G Air-to-ground GPS Global positioning system RCS Radar cross-section

AoA Angle of signal arrival H2A Hard to access RF Radio frequency

BS Base station IMU Inertial measurement unit RTH Return to home

BVLoS Beyond visual line of sight IoT Internet-of-things RToF Round-trip ToF

C2 Command and control IR Infrared SDN Software-defined networking

CAGR Compound annual growth rate IT Information technology SME Small- and medium-sized enterprise

CNN Convolutional neural network JDL Joint directors of laboratories SVM Support vector machine

CUS Counter UAV system LiDAR Light detection and raging SWAP Size, weight, and power

CW Continuous wave LoS Line-of-sight TDoA Time difference of arrival

DFIG Data fusion information group MAC Media access control ToF/ToA Time of flight/arrival

DoD Department of defense MANET Mobile ad hoc network UAS Unmanned aircraft system

EM Electromagnetic MDS Micro-Doppler signature UAV Unmanned aerial vehicle

EMP Electromagnetic pulse mUAV Malicious/malignant/misapplied UAV UWB Ultra wideband

EO Electro-optical NFV Network function virtualization UCAV Unmanned combat aerial vehicles

FAA Federal aviation authority NLoS Non-line-of-sight VANET Vehicle ad hoc network

FANET Flying ad hoc network PE Pursuit-evasion VLoS Visual line of sight

TABLE 3. Overview of the Survey

Topic Subtopic Category Examples/Description with Pros (◦) & Cons (×) References

UAV
Applications

&
Regulations

(Sec. II)

Applications of
Commercial UAVs

(Sec. II-A)

1) Military applications • Reconnaissance, surveillance, target acquisition, mine countermeasures, relay

Tab. 42) Civilian-noncommercial • Monitoring, relief activities

3) Civilian-commercial • Agriculture, construction, delivery, entertainments, IT services, science

Regulations
(Sec. II-B)

1) Regulation on operators • License, insurance, training

Tab. 52) Regulation on operation • Maximum height and speed, regional restriction, frequency band

3) Regulation violation • Accidents, non-violent crimes, violent crimes

Platforms
&

Networks of
CUSs

(Sec. III)

Ground Platform
(Sec. III-A)

1) Static • (◦) Precise, (×) vulnerable to unexpected threats

Fig. 3

2) Mobile • (◦) On-demand & flexible deployment, (×) Insufficient developed

Fig. 4

3) Human-packable • (◦) Portable, lightweight (×) Limited performance

Fig. 5
Sky Platform

(Sec. III-B)

1) Low altitude • Cost-effective system below a few km, (◦) rapid deployment

2) High altitude • Costly system below tens of km, (◦) wide coverage

CUS Network
(Sec. III-C)

1) Centralized networks • High-performance central platform supporting low-performance platforms

2) Decentralized networks • Homogeneous platforms and heterogeneous platforms

Architecture
of CUSs
(Sec. IV)

Sensing systems
(Sec. IV-A)

1) Sensing systems • Sound wave data, radio wave data, light wave data

Fig. 6

2) Data fusion • Source information, data types, JDL levels, and centralization levels

C2 systems
(Sec. IV-B)

1) Orchestration • Procedure of integrated CUS

2) Computing • Centralized/decentralized computing

Mitigation systems
(Sec. IV-C)

Neutralizing methods:

Disruption, disabling, destroying, control, providing the alternate flight instructions

Devices
&

Functions
of CUSs
(Sec. V)

Sensors
(Sec. V-A)

1) Sound waves • (Sonar) sensors, acoustic sensors, ultrasonic sensors
Fig. 7

2) Radio waves • RF sensors, Radar
Tab. 6

3) Light waves • EO/IR, LiDAR

Mitigators
(Sec. V-B)

1) Non-Physical mitigators • RF/GNSS jamming, high-power electromagnetics, spoofing, laser
Tab. 7

2) Physical mitigators • projectile, collision UAVs, nets, eagles

CUS
Market

(Sec. VI)

Market dynamics
(Sec. VI-A)

Dancing landscape of the global CUS market: What does it look like and how is it changing? Fig. 8

Market size and growth, geographic composition, market growth drivers/inhibitors, market fragmentation Tab. 8

Incumbents
(Sec. VI-B)

Game of drones: Who are the current major players in the civilian CUS market? Tab. 9

Global established corporations, regional SME, SME partnerships and acquisition Fig. 9

Challenges
&

Future
Direction
(Sec. VII)

CUS Networks
(Sec. VII-A)

Integrated CUS network and its optimization are required. Software-defined networking (SDN) and

network function virtualization (NFV) technologies can be used

Assessment
Criteria

(Sec. VII-B)

Various assessment criteria are proposed: mUAV neutralization probability (mUNP), expected loss of profit (ELP),

covering space per cost (CSC), mitigation completion time (MCT), mitigation completion power (MCP)

capacity of mitigation (COM), mitigation cycle of CUS (MCC), and operating duration of CUS (ODC)

Technol. Challenges
(Sec. VII-C)

Technological challenges and strategies to overcome challenges: i) fundamental framework and prototype, ii) dynamic

& flexible CUS networks, iii) data fusion, iv) automation & fast computation, v) tracking, and vi) price reduction

Market vision
(Sec. VII-D)

Yin and Yang of the CUS industry: What are the lessons for adjacent market players? Asymmetric interdep-
Tab. 10

endence between the UAV and CUS industries, temporal precedence of UAVs, and potential CUS saturation
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data from the environments. The C2 systems per-
form computing tasks, such as detection, identi-
fication, tracking, and localization, and determine
false alarms, establishing whitelists/blacklists, and
setting neutralizing methods according to the threat
level. The mitigation systems neutralize mUAVs.
Section V introduces the sensors and mitigators
with their functions performed by the architecture
topics of CUSs at the device level. Here, various
sensors, such as radar, radio frequency (RF) sen-
sors, light detection and ranging (LiDAR), electro-
optical (EO)/infrared (IR) sensors, sound navigation
ranging (sonar), and acoustic/ultrasonic sensors, and
mitigation devices (including lasers, projectiles, colli-
sion UAVs, jammers, electromagnetic pulses (EMPs),
spoofing/hacking devices, and nets) are briefly sur-
veyed and their limitations and requirements for the
CUS are discussed.

• In the last section, the current trends and distinctive
characteristics of the CUS market are identified to
help readers understand the industrial and geo-
graphical distributions of the current CUS market,
both the drivers and inhibitors of the CUS market
growth, and the major players and their competitive
yet cooperative dynamics in the CUS market. Also,
highly distinctive characteristics of the CUS market
are identified as the asymmetric interdependence
between the UAV and CUS industries, the temporal
precedence of the UAV industry, and the complete
dependence of the CUS market demise on both
regulatory changes and the growth rate of the UAV
industry.

The broad understanding gained from this survey will
help design a holistic CUS to neutralize/destroy mUAVs
and mitigate this threat by aspiring cross-domain re-
search across physical layer designs in wireless communi-
cations, UAV network designs, control theory, mechanics,
and computer science.

II. UAV APPLICATIONS AND REGULATIONS
Recently, the commercial UAV market has grown grad-
ually and applications of UAVs have broadened from
their typical military purpose to various purposes as
the cost of UAV systems decreases. With the explosive
growth of UAVs, injuries and manual physical labor in
the military and in industry have been reduced, and
various leisure activities have newly appeared given the
mobility and flexible operations of UAVs. On the other
hand, the increased number of UAV applications has also
caused concern about potential accidents and crimes. To
prevent the misuse of UAV systems and illegal operations,
regulations pertaining to UAVs have been established
in many countries. However, such regulations have a
fundamental limit in that they cannot actively control
accidents and illegal operations, and the potential threat
of mUAVs remains. Therefore, an active defense system,

i.e., the aforementioned CUS, is desired. In this section,
applications of UAVs and pertinent regulations are briefly
introduced to clarify the motivation of this CUS survey,
followed by the concept of the CUS. A comprehensive
survey of the CUS will be provided after this section.

A. UAV APPLICATIONS
The main applications are categorized into military ap-
plications, civilian-noncommercial (i.e., public) applica-
tions, and civilian-commercial applications, including in-
dustry and personal applications, as summarized in Table
4. Various applications in each category are introduced
below.

1) Military Applications
UAVs have been deployed in various military mis-
sions/operations, such as intelligence, surveillance, target
acquisition, reconnaissance (ISTAR), combat, and com-
munications [5]–[11], [53]–[56]. UAVs equipped with mul-
tiple sensors, e.g., EO/IR and acoustic sensors, can com-
plete important reconnaissance and surveillance mis-
sions. Exploiting multiple sensors on UAVs, useful in-
formation can be collected during surveillance, target
acquisition, and reconnaissance, and can then be pro-
cessed to make the better battle plans, with one example
being ISTAR. Using advanced communication technology,
multiple drones can cooperate to complete a military
mission, such as video reconnaissance [56]. Exploiting
the relatively small form factor of mini UAVs compared to
a human-scale aircraft enables concealable countermea-
sures such as radar and communication jammers [10].
In addition, a mid-size unmanned combat aerial vehicle
(UCAV) or a combat drone can carry aircraft ordnance,
such as missiles and/or bombs, and can be used for
drone strikes [53]. For an effective attack, the sufficient
accuracy of detection and identification of the target
location, i.e., target acquisition, are required. The small
UAV can also be used to detect and eliminate land mines.
Additionally, a UAV that operates as a base station (BS)
or relay station can enlarge the communication coverage
area on a battlefield, where a BS is unavailable, such
that emergent and short-time communications become
possible [5], [54]–[56].

2) Civilian-Noncommercial Applications
The civilian-noncommercial applications of a UAV cover
a wide area, from public services to scientific research
[28]–[31], [57]–[60], [81]–[83].

• Monitoring: A UAV can fly and hover around hard-
to-access (H2A) or dangerous places, where moni-
toring is necessary for safety, comfort, and scientific
purposes. For example, government facilities and
public infrastructure elements covering a wide area
are challenging for a person to monitor completely
using a fixed camera or a simple patrol strategy.

VOLUME 0, 2020 5
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TABLE 4. Applications and Functions of UAVs

Applications Categories Description & Examples References

Military

ISTAR Intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition, and reconnaissance (ISTAR) via UAVs [6]–[9]

Combat
Unmanned combat aerial vehicles (UCAV) or combat drone with aircraft ordnance, such
as missiles, bombs, or jamming devices, collision drones, and mine countermeasures

[10], [11], [53]

Communications UAVs that operate as a base station and relay station to enlarge the coverage area [5], [54]–[56]

Civilian-
Noncommercial

Monitoring
Low-cost real-time monitoring, wide-area monitoring at a glance, and remote research
at H2A places, such as contaminated sky areas and active volcanoes

[28]–[30],
[57], [58]

Relief activities
Quick investigation of the scene of a fire using a small-size UAV, prompt reporting at
the location of accident, and fumigation using UAVs

[31], [59], [60]

Civilian-
Commercial

Agriculture
Soil and field analyses, seeding, planting, monitoring crop growth, cross-pollination,
irrigation, and health assessment and crop-dusting

[14], [15],
[61], [62]

Construction
Land surveys, safety monitoring, protection of construction sites, inspections to prevent
numerous dangers and safety hazards through 3D mapping, and video footage

[20], [21]

Delivery
Services

Transferring medicines and vaccines, packages, food, and other small goods into out of
remote or H2A regions

[16]–[19],
[63]–[65]

Recreation Film creation, photography, racing, and commercial advertisements, and DIY HW/SW [2]–[4], [66]

IT services
UAVs as BSs, relays, and data correctors for enhancing the quality of IT services using,
e.g., broadband communication systems, IoT systems, and cellular systems

[22]–[27], [43],
[67]–[80]

UAVs, however, can monitor a complete area at a
glance from the sky or a specific spot while flying
at that spot, meaning that they can cover a target
area without blind and/or occluded spots. UAVs can
patrol to monitor and detect instances of sponta-
neous combustion at a relatively low cost. They can
also be applied to the real-time monitoring of vehicle
density levels to collect traffic information [29], [81].
Note that conventional fixed surveillance cameras
can monitor only a part of the road. Though heli-
copters with cameras can obtain footage of roadways
much more freely, the operation cost is extremely
high. UAVs can resolve such mobility and operation
cost issues and collect useful information, such as
detour routes, so that drivers can avoid traffic jams
or accidents. In addition, UAV monitoring can also
be used for scientific purposes, e.g., for air pollution
measuring [30] and for monitoring the status of
active volcanos [28].

• Relief activities: Other important public applications
of UAVs are relief activities. Bulky pieces of equip-
ment, such as helicopters and fire trucks, cannot
easily reach a building/house fire in urban areas due
to various obstacles and traffic. Moreover, firefighters
may not even be allowed to enter the building/house
due to the possibility of a fatal collapse. Under such
an emergent situation, a UAV can be serve as a
lifesaver owing to its small size and mobility, which
enables it to readily enter such buildings, quickly in-
vestigate the situation, and report the circumstances
inside. A UAV equipped with the ability to spray wa-
ter can also extinguish fires at critical spots, such as
at gas tanks and ignition points, immediately without
direct human control [31]. A UAV can also conduct

rescue missions by probing H2A places, reporting
the locations of accidents, and comforting victims
after spotting them [59]. A fumigator UAV to fight
pandemics and epidemics is another important relief
activity of a UAV. For instance, fumigator drones
were deployed to prevent the spread of diseases,
i.e., such as the coronavirus (COVID-19) in South
Korea early 2020 [60]. Fumigator drones spray dis-
infectants over a vast area in a short time, requiring
the least amount of manpower. Moreover, disinfec-
tants sprayed via a UAV can easily fumigate blind
spots that are normally difficult to reach by human
hands. Note that using fumigator drones for the
prevention of epidemics is controversial because the
effectiveness of this strategy depends on the type of
virus and whether the contagion can spread aerially,
yet fumigator drones will be further developed and
widely used owing to their potential benefits in this
area.

3) Civilian-Commercial Applications

Various industries from large companies to small start-up
companies exploit the benefits of UAV to increase their
profit. Although the commercial/industrial use of UAVs is
relatively new compared to military uses, there are a wide
variety of civilian-commercial applications [82], [83].

• Agriculture: To increase crop yields, UAVs can assist
in farming industries or can help farmers complete
various tasks, such as soil and field analyses, seeding,
planting, monitoring crop growth, cross-pollination,
irrigation, health assessments, and crop-dusting [14],
[15], [61], [62]. Here, an essential technology en-
abling many of the agricultural tasks of UAVs is
the sensing capability of UAVs. By detecting and
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tracking topographical and geographical variations
using EO/IR sensors and LiDAR, UAVs can avoid col-
lisions and create efficient schedules of flight routes.
Moreover, various sensors, such as hyperspectral,
multispectral, or thermal sensors, are required to
monitor humidity levels and temperatures.

• Construction: UAVs have already begun to be used
in the construction industry, reducing much human
effort as well as errors associated with traditional
constructing tasks [20], [21]. For example, UAVs can
survey land from the perspective of drones, monitor
the safety of the laborers, protect construction sites
from theft or vandalism, inspect numerous dan-
gers and safety hazards through three-dimensional
(3D) mapping, and provide video footage to fa-
cilitate communications and surveillance. In such
cases, along with the sensing capability, which is
the essential technology of agricultural UAVs, the
communication capability should be emphasized as
an essential technology as well, enabling the advan-
tages of UAVs at construction sites. Very low-latency
communication is essential for construction UAVs to
prevent accidents at construction sites. To this end,
5G/beyond 5G (B5G) technology can be applied to
these UAVs. The 3GPP Working Groups ensure that
the 5G system will meet the connectivity needs of
UASs [84]. Considering the UAVs as an invaluable
tool in construction, UAVs will take on even more
integral and complex tasks associated with large
projects in the future.

• Delivery service: UAVs can be used to transport
lightweight medicines and vaccines, packages, food,
and other small goods into or out of remote or
otherwise inaccessible regions (i.e., an H2A region).
For example, UAVs can transport medicines and
vaccines into H2A regions [63], [64]. They can also
retrieve medical samples from an H2A region. Many
postal companies from the US, Australia, Switzer-
land, Germany, Singapore, and Ukraine have tested
the feasibility and profitability of courier services
using UAVs [65]. Food delivery UAVs, specifically
rotary-wing types, have also been demonstrated by
many companies involved in the foodservice indus-
try. Because UAVs are a power-limited system, to
complete their delivery services given their limited
battery power or fuel (e.g., Amazon ‘Prime Air’ car-
rying a package up to approximately 2 kg with a 13-
min flight time to the destination [85]), delivery path
optimization and UAV status monitoring methods
have been studied [16]–[19]. Before the expected
widespread usage of UAVs as courierr in the future,
appropriate regulations should be established to
overcome safety and legal hurdles and prevent their
potential illegal use, as reported in Section I.

• Recreation: Diverse UAVs ranging from low-cost toys
to expensive high-end products for civilian applica-

tions such as filmmaking, photography, racing, and
commercial advertisements, are easy to find in so-
ciety at present. Depending on the application type,
many key technologies are involved. Controlling the
1,218 UAVs performing the light show at opening cer-
emony of the Olympic Winter Games PyeongChang,
South Korea, in 2018 required seamless control tech-
nology and communications technology to provide
the massive number of connections between the
UAVs and a control center to keep them all airborne
simultaneously [86]. Taking video and photos using
UAVs requires stabilizer technology to obtain a clear
shot from the UAVs [2]. In addition, customizing the
software and hardware of UAVs, as is done with what
are termed do-it-yourself (DIY) UAVs, and flying
and controlling UAVs during races have become a
type of e-sport recently. For example, in the global
drone racing league MultiGP, which started in 2015
[66], a pilot controls the UAV by observing footage
from a camera mounted on the UAV with the signal
sent to goggles or a monitor worn by the pilot,
i.e., a first-person view (FPV) or ‘video flying’. Here,
efficient image processing and communication tech-
nologies are required for seamless and high-quality
video streaming (typically a frequency of 2.4 GHz or
5.8 GHz). Like a traditional robot maze competition,
a UAV race can serve to evaluate and validate a
learning algorithm to determine optimal paths in
the sky [3], [4]. For personal recreation purposes,
the pilots of UAVs should recognize and follow the
regulations and practice basic courtesy to ensure
public safety and privacy.

• IT services: As one of the most promising applica-
tions of commercial UAVs is to provide IT services,
where the UAV operates as, for example, a BS, relay,
and/or data corrector from sensors, to enhance the
quality of IT services. Especially in relation to wire-
less communications, there have been many com-
prehensive surveys of how wireless communications
can be enhanced by UAVs (e.g., [25], [43], [67]–[71],
[73]–[77], [80] for communication applications aided
by UAVs and the references therein.). Examples in-
clude broadband communications [67], internet-of-
things (IoT) applications [70], [72], communication
platforms depending on the altitude of UAVs [74],
wireless channel models involved in UAV commu-
nications [75], [76], cellular systems supported by
UAVs [43], [77], and data links [80]. To enhance the
many wireless communication applications, rigorous
and various, technical and theoretical studies have
been conducted to find the optimal designs of the
parameters involved in UAV communications, such
as the trajectory and placement of UAVs [22]–[24],
[26], [27], [78], [79], resource usage (e.g., power and
time) [27], [87]–[89], and proper topologies [90], [91].
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TABLE 5. Regulations on Commercial UAVs in 20 countries and Violation Consequences [40]–[44]

Class Various Contents of Regulations & Violation Consequences

Regulation on
Operators

• Pilot license and insurance are mandatory for operators if the weight of the UAV exceeds a certain standard or

• if UAVs are operated in populated areas

• Training is required for BVLoS operation

• Re-evaluation of pilot competency is required regularly

Regulation on
Operation

• Conditions on security of sight: daytime, good weather, VLoS, BVLoS with a collision-avoidance function

• Limits of functions/operations: maximum weight, height, and speed of UAVs, maximum distance between the UAV and pilot

• Restrictions on region: minimum distance from certain objects, such as airspace, aircrafts, vehicles and people, and certain

• areas, such as national properties, military bases, airports, and populated areas

• UAV data communications should be conducted within certain a frequency band

• Interfering and disturbing law enforcement are restricted

• Loading, carrying, or dropping any cargo or hazardous items by a UAV is restricted

Regulation
Violation

• Accidents that are unintentionally caused by an unskilled pilot and unexpected changes of weather phenomena

• Non-violent crimes caused by a misapplied UAV, such as a privacy intrusion, data robbery, and illegal delivery

• Violent crime is closely related to political and military issues, such as terrorism

B. REGULATION PERTAINING TO UAV OPERATIONS

As introduced in the previous subsection, numerous
applications of UAVs have been introduced or will even-
tually be introduced, with enormous benefits. Various
incidents, however, accompanied by the increase in UAV-
aided services and technologies will also increase, as
stated in Section I. To prevent unwanted incidents caused
by UAVs, regulations on commercial UAVs have been
established in many countries [40]–[43], [80], [92]. The
details of these regulations vary from country to country.
For example, a pilot license is mandatory for operation in
some countries, e.g., the US, China, and the United King-
dom (UK), though not all. In South Korea and Australia,
a pilot license is required only if the weight of the drone
exceeds a specified standard. The aviation authorities
of 132 countries all across the globe have also created
regulations [44]. Although regulations vary widely among
countries, their common purpose is to prevent unwanted
incidents stemming from UAV operations, and they can
be categorized into regulations pertaining to operators
and those affecting operations, as shown in Table 5.

1) Regulations on Operators

UAV operators in many countries are regulated by laws in
their countries. Specifically, a pilot license and insurance
are required under specific environments or in all cases in
some countries, such as Australia, where a pilot license is
required if the weight of the UAV exceeds two kilograms.
Likewise, in the US, the pilot license is required (manda-
tory for commercial purposes) and a re-evaluation of
pilot competency should be conducted every two years.
Moreover, pilot training is required for beyond–visual–
line–of–sight (BVLoS) operations in some countries.

2) Regulations on Operation

UAV regulations specify certain operational constraints,
such as maximum speeds, maximum heights, minimum
distances regarding certain areas or objects, approved
flight areas and behaviors, and set operating frequency
bands. Most countries regulate the maximum height
and speed of UAVs. The minimum distances to people,
vehicles, or certain areas such as military bases is also
specified. In some countries, only a visual–line–of–sight
(VLoS) between the UAV and the operator is allowed
during UAV operation; i.e., the UAV operation under
the BVLoS is not allowed, as unclear sight may cause
an incident with high probability while operating UAVs.
However, some countries allow BVLoS operation if a
collision-avoidance function is employed by the UAV. UAV
registration is required in some countries. During UAV
communications, a data link should be established within
a predetermined frequency band according to certain
regulations.

Regulations also define basic ethical courtesies carrying
no legal binding force to protect privacy and safety, e.g.,
no flying over private property, no carrying of hazardous
materials, and no dropping of any item.

3) Regulation Violations

Though regulations of UAV systems have been established
to prevent incidents, they passively control the poten-
tial misuse of UAVs and can be violated intentionally
or unintentionally. Thus, violating a regulation and the
consequent effects should be clearly understood and
examined to develop appropriate countermeasures so
that the remaining threats to private privacy and public
safety can be reduced further. To this end, violations of
regulations and the accompanying results are categorized
into three different cases, with possible countermeasures
and technologies.
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• Accidents: The regulations on maximum heights or
speeds can be violated unintentionally owing to a
lack of caution or unexpected disturbances such as
wind. If a UAV flies too far away under a BVLoS
environment, the strength of the communication
signals becomes insufficient and the pilot may lose
control. In these cases, the UAV can intrude upon
private property or any restricted area and can result
in casualties and/or property damage. There is a high
probability that such accidents occur when the pilot
is unqualified. Unless the pilot has a license or the
UAV is registered with appropriate insurance, track-
ing a suspect is also difficult, and this causes a delay
of the recovery process. Note that approximately 70%
of the incidents shown in Fig. 2 were caused by such
an intrusion.

• Non-violent crimes: Violating regulations, a UAV
could be misapplied and used for non-violent
crimes, such as privacy intrusions, data robberies,
and illegal deliveries. Specifically, an offender could
attempt to gather private or secret information from
civilians, officers or servicepersons by taking pho-
tographs and eavesdropping on them. Conveying
illegal objects such as unauthorized firearms, explo-
sives, and drugs could also be conducted using an
unauthorized UAV. For example, as shown in Fig. 2,
there were several crimes accounting for more than
10% among incidents to smuggle contraband into
prisons.

• Violent crimes: violent crimes, i.e., attacks, directly
threaten our safety with possibly fatal outcomes.
Violent crimes are closely related to political and
military issues, such as terrorism, and are relatively
rare compared to accidental and non-violent crimes.
However, as UAVs become more easily accessible
to the public, there is growing apprehension that
violent crimes involving them will increase.

To prevent possible damage from accidents, non-
violent crimes, and violent crimes with mUAVs, further
clear and concrete regulations are required. Hence, both
regional and international regulations pertaining to UAVs
continue to be established. Furthermore, for safety and
to protect our property from mUAV misapplications and
to enjoy the enormous benefits from various UAV appli-
cations, further active countermeasures that effectively
detect and mitigate mUAVs are necessary. Henceforth, a
comprehensive survey of defense systems is provided.

III. PLATFORMS AND NETWORKS OF CUS’S
As stated in the previous section, a defense system is
required for the active protection our safety, property,
and prosperous future life. Defense systems to prevent
unwanted incidents, crime, and attacks from the misap-
plication of UAVs, i.e., mUAVs, are referred to as CUSs.
A CUS detects, recognizes, tracks, and mitigates mUAVs.
Moreover, a CUS can localize the pilot of an mUAV. In

this section, the details of CUSs will be surveyed based
on their platforms and networks.

We categorize the platforms of CUSs into the two
classes of ground and sky platforms, as illustrated in Fig.
3. Ground and sky platforms consist of CUSs that operate
on the ground and in the sky, respectively. Ground plat-
forms can further be classified into static ground, mobile
ground, and human-packable (i.e., handheld and wear-
able) platforms according to their mobility and portability
levels. Based on the operating altitude, sky platforms can
also be further classified into two platforms: low-altitude
platforms (LAPs) and high-altitude platforms (HAPs). In-
tegrated platforms consisting of ground and sky platforms
that operate both on the ground and sky are called hybrid
platforms.

Each platform can be appropriately employed in a
CUS considering their advantages and disadvantages and
depending on the specific requirements of each applica-
tion. Furthermore, multiple platforms can be deployed
simultaneously and can cooperate through a network,
i.e., a CUS network. The network should be inter-operable
and compatible so that it can coordinate multiple plat-
forms. For example, a static ground platform equipped
with radar, two LAPs equipped with an EO sensor, and
a mobile ground platform providing RF jamming can be
cooperatively operated as a unified CUS network2. The
CUS network can maximize the effectiveness of defense
by complementing the limitations of each platform. In
addition, the CUS network can incorporate any types
of platforms, e.g., a hybrid platform that is a specific
implementation of the CUS network.

In this section, data-driven insights are discussed for
each platform obtained from the current CUSs, consisting
of approximately five hundred products, a partial dataset
of which is available in the literature [38]. Note that there
can be a dedicated ground platform for C2 systems (i.e.,
a C2 station with a human), while this would be difficult
for sky platforms. Instead, sky platforms, especially HAPs,
can equip C2 systems without humans or systems to sup-
port C2 systems. The products of CUSs do not include a
dedicated system, and C2 systems are partially distributed
to each platform. The details of C2 systems are discussed
in Section IV.

A. GROUND PLATFORM
Ground platforms are classified as the static ground,
mobile ground, and human-packable platforms according
to the operation method. Static ground platforms are
typically heavy and thus are deployed and operated at
a fixed location. On the other hand, mobile ground plat-
forms are typically vehicle-mounted that can be operated
on the move or at a fixed location. Human-packable
(handheld/wearable) platforms are compact and portable

2Throughout the survey in this paper, EO sensors and RF jamming are
considered as different devices from IR sensors and global navigation
satellite system (GNSS) jamming, respectively.
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FIGURE 3. Platforms of CUS. These platforms are classified into two classes: ground platforms and sky platforms. Ground platforms are categorized
into static, mobile and, human-packable platforms, while the sky platforms are categorized into low-altitude platforms and high-altitude platforms

so as to be carried and operated by a human. The details
of each platform are surveyed below.

It is worth noting that, following characteristics of
the CUS platforms, a game-theoretic problem can be
formulated between mUAVs and CUS. The CUS tries to
restrict and deter mUAVs, whereas the mUAVs attempt
to complete their missions (e.g., reaching destination to
perform harmful behavior). The mUAVs may try to find
a path that is not the shortest, but most appropriate to
complete the malicious missions, predicting the response
of CUS. On the other hand, the CUS can also anticipate
the malicious behaviors of mUAVs and establish the
effective strategies to defend. In [93], interactive time-
critical situations were studied based on the cumulative
prospect and game theories. Here, an mUAV tries to min-
imize the malicious mission completion time, whereas a
CUS platform confronts mUAV to try to maximize the
malicious mission completion time of the mUAV. In this
game, the defense strategies should be carefully designed
considering the mobility constraint.

1) Static Ground Platform

The static ground platforms of CUSs constitute the major-
ity of all platforms (approximately, 54% [38]) and are de-
signed to be deployed on stationary ground facilities, e.g.,

airports, airfields, nuclear power stations, oil refineries,
government facilities, and households. These platforms
are associated with fewer constraints on their size, weight,
and power (SWAP). Therefore, static ground platforms are
elaborate and efficient and can be optimized for specific
tasks to defend against mUAVs. However, static ground
platforms are less flexibly able to cope with unpredictable
threats from mUAVs.

A static ground platform can be equipped with only
a sensing system (approximately, 43%) or a mitigation
system (approx. 25%), or both (approx. 31%), as depicted
at the top of Fig. 4(a), where the area represents the
percentage. Approximately 60% of sensing systems have
a single sensor, and 40% of them are equipped with
multiple types of sensors, e.g., radar, RF sensors, EO,
and IR sensors [94]–[99], as shown in Fig. 4(a)-(i+ii). On
the other hand, approximately 34% of mitigation systems
have a single mitigator, and 66% of them are equipped
with multiple mitigators, such as RF and GNSS jammers
[94]–[98], [100], as shown in Fig. 4(a)-(ii+iii).

It is important to note that integrated platforms
equipped with both sensing and mitigation systems re-
quire reliable connectivity and high-level orchestration
among the systems. Thus, static ground platforms are
relevant to integrated platforms as SWAP constraints
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FIGURE 4. Portfolios of the types of ground platforms of CUSs. A partial data set is available in the literature [38]: a) static ground platform, accounting
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are in general absent compared to mobile and human-
packable platforms. Hence, as shown in Fig. 4(a)-(ii), the
platform with multiple-sensors and multiple-mitigators
(MM) accounts for approximately 60% of static ground
platforms that have both sensing and mitigation systems.
Here, single-sensor and single-mitigator (SS) platforms,
single-sensor and single-mitigator (SM) platforms, and
multiple-sensor and single-mitigator (MS) platforms ac-
count for approximately 12%, 21%, and 7%, respectively.
The details of these sensors and mitigators are surveyed
in Section V.

2) Mobile Ground Platform
The mobile ground platforms of CUSs, representing ap-
proximately 14% of CUSs [38], are mounted on ground
vehicles, and they can be agilely deployed to the tar-
get location using the mobility of the vehicles on the
ground [101]. Mobile ground platforms are suitable for
battlefields and dynamically and rapidly changing envi-
ronments. However, compared to static ground platforms,
mobile ground platforms have SWAP constraints; thus,
the available levels and types of sensing and mitigation
systems can be limited on this platform. Moreover, the
utilization of the mobile ground platform is affected by
the capability of the vehicles.

As shown at the top of Fig. 4(b), among all mo-
bile ground platforms, approximately 49% of them have
both sensing and mitigation systems [102]–[104], ap-
proximately 25% employ only a sensing system [105],
and remaining 25% have only a mitigation system [106].
Compared to static ground platforms for which 31% have
both sensing and mitigation systems, we can infer that
an individual mobile ground platform performs as a total
solution of an integrated CUS for successful counter-
measures, whereas there is a room for a static ground
platform to be interoperated with other static ground
platforms without significant SWAP constraints.

For the platform with a sensing system, as shown in
Fig. 4(b)-(i+ii), approximately 56% of sensing systems
have a single sensor, while 44% of them are equipped

with multiple types of sensors, comparable to the static
ground platform. However, as shown in Fig. 4(b)-(ii+iii),
nearly half of the mitigation systems have a single mitiga-
tor, while for the remaining half, the mitigation systems
are equipped with multiple types of mitigators [102],
[104]–[106]. The ratio of the mobile ground platform with
multiple types of the mitigators is less than that of the
static ground platforms, standing at approximately 66%,
as the deployment of multiple devices may not be allowed
for mobile ground platforms owing to the limited area of
the associated vehicles. Furthermore, for the same reason,
compared to the portion of MM on the static ground
platform, i.e., 60%, the MM portion of the mobile ground
platform accounts for approximately 32%, as shown in
Fig. 4(b)-(ii).

3) Human-Packable Platform
The human-packable platforms for CUSs, accounting
for approximately 22% of CUSs [38], are designed to
be operated by an individual by hand. Most human-
packable platforms with the sensing systems resemble
a backpack or briefcase, whereas those with mitigation
systems resemble rifles. Human-packable platforms are
lightweight and can be carried by a person, meaning
that they are portable. However, the performance of the
human-packable platforms is limited considering SWAP
constraints; e.g., they are associated with inaccurate
detection, tracking, and targeting capabilities, and also
depends on the skill of the operator. Furthermore, due
to the stringent SWAP constraints, most human-packable
platforms only employ mitigation systems (approximately
81%) without a sensing system, as shown at the top of Fig.
4(c). In these cases, mitigation systems are equipped with
multiple mitigators (approximately 70%, as shown in Fig.
4(c)-(ii+iii)), and the typical mitigators used are RF and
GNSS jammers [107]–[109], while the sensing systems are
replaced by the eyes of the operators. If a sensing system
is employed (approximately 19%), it mainly consists of RF
sensors [110], [111]. Only approximately 7% of thuman-
packable platforms employ both sensing and mitigation
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systems [112], [113].
The human-packable platforms equipping multiple

sensors [114] take approximately 5% as shown in Fig. 4(c)-
(i+ii), and no MS and MM are employed for the human-
packable platforms that have both sensing and mitigation
systems as shown in Fig. 4(c)-(ii). Therefore, the human-
packable platforms are relevant as a supplement with
other platforms or for a limited personal purpose.

B. SKY PLATFORM
Sky platforms are systems mounted on certain UAVs, e.g.,
airships, balloons, fixed-wing aircrafts, and rotary-wing
air copters. Due to their maneuverability in air, flexible
on-demand placement is possible. Sky platforms are even
more flexible and more expeditious than mobile ground
platforms.

It is important to note that benefiting from its flexi-
bility, the sky platform can be employed as a multiple-
pursuer UAV (pUAV) that tracks and chases mUAVs. In
differential game theory, there have been studies on
frameworks to examine pursuit-evasion (PE) problems
[115]. By solving the PE problem, a control scheme
can be designed for pursuers to pursue evaders under
position and velocity constraints. To address PE prob-
lems, a linear-quadratic differential game was introduced
in classic work [116], [117]. Multiple players have also
been studied [118], where a high-speed pursuer attempts
to capture a couple of slow-moving evaders. In other
work [119]–[121], reach and avoid differential games were
proposed for applications of aircraft control, motion
planning, and collision avoidance. Environments in the
presence of obstacles were also studied [122], while other
authors [123] considered a multiple-pursuer and single-
evader problem in which the multiple cooperative pur-
suers (i.e., pUAVs) capture a single evader (i.e., mUAV).
A single-pursuer and multiple-evader problem was also
studied [124], [125]. In further [126], [127], a scenario in
the presence of a defender that protects an evader against
a pursuer was considered. A distributed algorithm for
managing multiple cooperative pUAVs was proposed to
mitigate multiple mUAVs [128]. However, the PE problem
is not completely applicable to the design of a CUS.
Instead, PE problems can be applied in the case of
pursuers who protect a protective area from evaders
[129].

Sky platforms are not restricted to traditional missions,
e.g., reconnaissance and attacks, and they recently have
been rigorously studied for various objectives, such as
tracking and jamming [130]–[133]. Moreover, recent stud-
ies have investigated diverse roles of UAVs, for example,
as a UAV relay that supports communications between
two nodes [25], a UAV BS that supports users considering
secrecy [78], and a UAV-based edge node that performs
computing tasks offloaded by nearby users [134].

On the other hand, sky platforms have critical limita-
tions compared to ground platforms. Sky platforms have

limited payloads and battery power such that they can
carry only lightweight and low-powered sensing systems
and/or mitigation systems. Furthermore, sky platforms
may generally require wireless air-to-ground commu-
nication links and systems, where the communication
architecture can be either an ad-hoc network without
infrastructure or a centralized network with a central
network node. These requirements and the load-and-
battery limitations make sky platforms more challenging
compared to ground platforms.

1) Low-Altitude Platform
LAPs can fly and hover to cope effectively with mUAVs
at low altitudes up to a few kilometers [92], [135]. LAPs
are more affordable, and their deployments are quicker
and more flexible than HAPs. Due to the extremely high
maneuverability and cost-effective mission achievement
capability of LAPs, they can play an important role as a
part of an integrated CUS. LAPs are typically lightweight
compared to HAPs, and their payloads and fuel/battery
power are thus limited. To overcome these limitation,
energy-efficient designs of UAVs has been vigorously
studied [131], [133], [136], [137]. Moreover, the limited
energy/power issue has been tackled through various
methods, e.g., the rotation of multiple UAVs, rapid re-
placement of the batteries, wireless power transmission
[138], and a tethered UAV whose power can be supplied
through a cable [139]. This type of tethered UAV can also
have a wired communication link for further reliable and
secure communications [140].

Most LAPs that engage mUAVs are equipped with only
a mitigation system only. The typical mitigation method
of a LAP is to use either a net or a collision UAV [141],
[142]. On the other hand, a small percentage of LAPs have
a sensing system with most likely a single sensor, i.e.,
an EO and/or IR sensor [140], [143], [144]. Despite the
fact that LAPs can be equipped with both sensing and
mitigation systems, their performance is still restricted
unless they cooperate with other types of platforms owing
to their limited sensing and mitigation capabilities [142],
[145].

2) High-Altitude Platform
HAPs fly and hover at high altitudes of up to tens of kilo-
meters [67], [92]. Because HAPs have less stringent SWAP
conditions, they can be equipped with more systems,
such as the communication systems and battery/fuel
systems. Compared to LAPs, HAPs can fly longer and
higher and have a wider communication range and the
field of vision owing to their high-altitude operability and
the high probability of line-of-sight (LoS) environments in
communications. Therefore, HAPs can effectively coun-
teract mUAVs intruding from high altitudes and can also
support other platforms.

However, HAPs are costly and much more difficult to
operate compared to LAPs. Moreover, the deployment of
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FIGURE 5. Examples of CUS networks: (a) centralized network, (b) decentralized homogeneous network, and (c) decentralized heterogeneous network

HAPs requires more time compared to the time needed to
deploy LAPs. Note that traditional aircraft or unmanned
combat air vehicles developed for reconnaissance and
defense/mitigation during military operations can be
interpreted as high-end HAPs for CUSs [146]–[150].

Typical HAPs are equipped with both sensing systems
and mitigation systems, where the sensing systems have
multiple types of sensors, such as EO, IO, and radar
types, and the widely used mitigator types are projectiles.
Surveillance HAPs are equipped with only sensing sys-
tems. HAPs have been vigorously studied and developed
to support other platforms [151]. In such cases, satellite
communications can be considered to link multiple plat-
forms beyond HAPs [67].

C. CUS NETWORKS

As surveyed above, each platform has unique benefits;
e.g., ground platforms are less constrained by SWAP
constraints and sky platforms can provide highly flexible
on-demand deployment and wide operation coverage. On
the other hand, each platform also has certain limitations;
e.g., ground platforms can support only limited cover-
age and sky platforms have stringent SWAP constraints.
Therefore, a hybrid platform that consists of ground and
sky systems can be considered to offset the shortcomings

and enjoy the benefits of each system. Furthermore, by
leveraging the advantages of ground and sky systems and
providing a spatial diversity gain, hybrid platforms can
significantly enhance the performance of CUSs. Hybrid
platforms usually have both sensing and mitigation sys-
tems and consist of various types of sensors as well as
mitigators [144], [152]–[154].

An integrated CUS which encompasses hybrid plat-
forms can consist of multiple platforms, such as multiple
ground platforms, sky platforms, hybrid platforms, and
combinations of these in a network [154], [155]. The
capability of an integrated CUS is determined by not only
the performance of an individual platform but also the
properties of the entire system of networks. The network
can enhance the cooperation among the platforms and
thus maximize the effectiveness of the CUS. Integrated
networks are categorized into centralized and decentral-
ized networks, as shown in Fig. 5. Decentralized networks
can be further classified according to the homogeneity of
the platform [156]. We henceforth introduce two classi-
fied network models and then discuss the appropriate
amalgamation of these models.
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1) Centralized Network
As shown in Fig. 5(a), a centralized network consists
of a single high-performance central platform and a
cluster of low-performance surrounding platforms. Any
type of platform, i.e., ground and sky platforms, can be
operated as either the central platform or the surrounding
platforms. To perform as a centralized C2 system which
is a specific implementation of a centralized network,
the high-performance central platform makes decisions
and directs the surrounding platforms to neutralize UAVs
effectively. Here, the fully centralized network operates
effectively when it can obtain access to all required
information, operate the necessary facilities for making
decisions, and disseminate the instructions to the sur-
rounding platforms.

The centralized network, however, is vulnerable. A
breakdown or failure of the central platform would affect
all surrounding platforms, resulting in inefficient CUS op-
eration. Furthermore, exchanging information among the
platforms can cause a long latency because the informa-
tion must pass through the central platform. Therefore,
robust and independently dedicated networks are desired
to circumvent this general concern of centralized net-
work. If there are multiple high-performance platforms,
the centralized process can be partially distributed.

2) Decentralized Network
In a decentralized network, C2 systems are distributed
to multiple platforms, as shown in Figs. 5(b) and (c),
such that each platform in the network cooperatively
computes and makes decisions. A decentralized network
can be categorized into two models, i.e., a decentralized
homogeneous network model and a decentralized het-
erogeneous network model.

• Decentralized homogeneous network: The decen-
tralized homogeneous network consists of multi-
ple platforms that have identical performance and
functions, i.e., homogeneous platforms, as shown
in Fig. 5(b). Thus, unlike the platforms in a de-
centralized heterogeneous network, each platform in
the decentralized homogeneous network has its own
sensing and mitigation systems. When any of the
platforms do not operate, the CUS can still operate
with slight performance degradation. The merit of
the decentralized homogeneous network is robust-
ness against malfunctions of the platforms. However,
each function of the homogenous platform provides
relatively low-quality performance compared to that
of heterogeneous platforms. Therefore, the platforms
may partially cooperate for sensing, computing, de-
cision making, and neutralizing mUAVs to maximize
the effectiveness of the CUS.

• Decentralized heterogeneous network: The hetero-
geneous decentralized network consists of multiple
types of platforms, i.e., heterogeneous platforms, as
shown in Fig. 5(c), where each platform performs

only a few specific tasks, e.g., sensing, computing,
decision making, and neutralization. In this case,
each platform should have the capability to execute
sufficient performance for its assigned mission such
that any platform can request that another plat-
form perform a task that it cannot perform. If any
platform that undertakes a unique function fails to
complete its role, this partial malfunction may cause
a bottleneck and failure of the entire CUS operation,
as the central platform breakdown in a centralized
network. However, the well-designed networks as
shown in Fig. 5(c) can resolve this issue. As shown
in Fig. 5(c), if any platform does not operate, the
other two platforms can cooperate to complete the
mission. The decentralized heterogeneous network
would be a good solution to achieve a tradeoff
between robustness and performance.

IV. ARCHITECTURE
In this section, the architecture of the integrated CUS
is introduced. Integrated CUS architectures can be cate-
gorized into three types based on their roles, as follows
(refer to Fig. 6): Sensing systems that gather data from
the environment and transmit the observed data to C2
systems; C2 systems that perform computing tasks (e.g.,
detection/identification and tracking/localization algo-
rithms) and make decisions based on the received data,
such as the detection/identification declaration, local-
ization/tracking declaration, and time and method of
the neutralization of mUAVs; and mitigation systems that
perform mUAV neutralization based on the decisions of
the C2 systems.

Each sensing system, the C2 system, and the mitigation
system can be equipped in either single or multiple plat-
forms. On the other hand, each platform can employ mul-
tiple systems, i.e., an integrated architecture. However,
only a few platform products utilize the integrated type of
architecture because it requires a considerable level of the
autonomy to operate the CUS effectively , which could be
a burden and has remained underdeveloped with regard
to maximizing the performance of CUSs. Hence, most
platforms have only either a sensing or mitigation system
and their limitations are compensated by the network
among the platforms, as stated in Section III. At this
point, the details of each part of the CUS architecture
are introduced.

A. SENSING SYSTEMS
The survey on sensing systems is focused on the infor-
mation collected by sensing systems i.e., the gathering of
data, and how the sensing systems operate.

1) Gathering Data
The sensing systems can collect data such as sound wave
data, radio wave data, and light wave data. Wave data
can be obtained through various devices, such as sonars,
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acoustic/ultrasonic sensors, radar, RF sensors, LiDAR and,
EO/IR sensors. As the details of each sensor are presented
in Section V, wave data is discussed here.

• Sound wave data: Sound waves are the mechanical
waves that include infrasound (up to 20 Hz), acoustic
(between 20 Hz and 20 kHz), and ultrasound (above
20 kHz, up to several gigahertz) waves. Sound waves
have lower velocities than electromagnetic waves
such as radio waves and light, and are longitudinal
and not polarizable. Sound waves require a medium
(e.g., air and water) through which to propagate.
Sound wave data can make sensing systems more
reliable by providing additional data with electro-
magnetic (EM) wave data. To capture sound data,
sonar operates actively, i.e., active sensors, whereas
acoustic/ultrasonic sensors operate passively, i.e.,
passive sensors. However, sonar typically is used for
underwater applications to navigate and communi-
cate and is rarely used for UAV detection owing to
the poor propagation characteristics of sonar waves
in air. From this survey, it is revealed that sonar
has limited applications, UAV mapping and collision-
avoidance functions [157]–[160]. On the other hand,
acoustic/ultrasonic sensors are widely used for UAV
detection; this is discussed further in Section V-A(1).

• Radio wave data: Radio waves consist of waves
in the electromagnetic spectrum, typically in the
frequency range from 3 MHz to 300 GHz, and radio
wave information has been widely used as UAV
detection data. In this case, the wireless channel
state information is critical to capture radio wave
information. For example, the path loss is a key
metric to determine the presence of mUAVs. For
detecting UAVs in the sky, it is important to under-

stand air-to-ground (A2G) and air-to-air (A2A) radio
channels. A2G and A2A channel models are different
from those of traditional terrestrial channels [75],
[76]. Analytic A2G channels can be characterized
by their LoS and non-LoS (NLoS) components. A2G
channels are then analyzed according to the LoS
probability depending on the environment model
[78], [161]. A2A channels tend to have a lower path
loss exponent than A2G and terrestrial channels [75].
Therefore, exploiting the LoS in A2A channels, sky
platforms equipped with synthetic aperture radar
or RF sensors can reliably collect radio wave infor-
mation. To capture radio wave information, radar
transmits signals and gathers the radio data from
reflected echo signals, i.e., active sensors. On the
other hand, an RF sensor collects the ambient RF
signals emitted from mUAVs, i.e., passive sensors, as
discussed further in Section V-A(2).

• Light wave data: Compared to radio waves, the light
waves have higher frequencies and shorter wave-
lengths with different characteristics. In more detail,
light waves include the infrared light (300 GHz–
430 THz) and visual light (430 THz–750 THz) spec-
trums. Light waves have a shorter range than radio
waves yet a better resolution owing to the shorter
wavelength with a higher frequency compared to
radio waves. However, light waves are affected by
weather phenomena, such as clouds, fog, rain, falling
snow, sleet, and direct sunlight, due to their short
wavelength and have high degree of straightness.
Hence, the LoS requirements of light waves are more
stringent than those of radio waves. Light wave
information in the visual spectrum is intuitive and
can be analyzed by humans, yet the information
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collected at dark times, e.g., at night and on cloudy
days, is insufficient to provide high-quality visual
images. Meanwhile, infrared radiation is emitted by
objects according to the black body radiation law.
This makes infrared sensors capable of collecting
data such as temperatures irrespective of the degree
of visible illumination. However, because infrared
images are detected based on heat energy, these im-
ages are influenced by the emissivity and reflection
of sunlight. As active and passive sensors, LiDAR
and EO/IR sensors are widely used to collect light
information, as discussed further in Section V-A(3).

2) Data Fusion
The majority of sensing systems have a single type of
sensor. The data collected by a single sensor or identi-
cal types of sensors, however, could be insufficient for
accurate and precise detection/identification and local-
ization/tracking. To offset the limitations of single types
of sensors, multiple types can be employed by high-end
systems considering the requirements and usage environ-
ments. Furthermore, instead of simply obtaining results
from each sensor type, comprehensive data fusion (i.e.,
the fusion of sensing information) can be implemented
[47]. Note that data fusion considers not only multiple
sensor types but also multiple identical sensors and can
be implemented in sensing systems and C2 systems.

Data fusion is multidisciplinary in that a clear clas-
sification is not established. We introduce four classifi-
cation criteria to provide a clear understanding of data
fusion. Data fusion can be categorized according to the
source information [162], the data type, the abstraction
level [163], joint directors of laboratories (JDL), or data
fusion information group (DFIG) models3, and by the
locations at which fusion is performed [166]. The source
information can be classified as (i) redundant information
pertaining to the same target for greater reliability, (ii)
complementary information provided by sources about
different parts of the target, and (iii) cooperative in-
formation that is combined into new information (e.g.,
multimodal data fusion). The types of data for the input
and/or output of fusion can be raw data (analog/digital
signals), features, or decisions. Here, the data type (i.e.,
data amount or compression level) which affects the
performance should be carefully designed by considering
the tradeoff between performance and cost, such as the
communication bandwidth and power consumption of
the sensors. Furthermore, the processes of data fusion are
classified based on the JDL and DFIG models into five
levels: (i) source preprocessing, (ii) object refinements:

3The process of data fusion, including the data, sensor, and informa-
tion fusion steps, is categorized into levels 1 to 4 based on JDL or levels
0 to 5 based on DFIG, where the levels are as follows. Level 0: source
preprocessing or subject assessment; Level 1: object assessment; Level 2:
situation assessment; Level 3: impact assessment (or threat refinement);
Level 4: process refinement; and Level 5: user refinement (or cognitive
refinement) [164], [165]

mUAV classification, identification, and tracking; (iii)
high-level inference; (iv) impact assessments: evaluations
of threats and predictions; and (v) process refinement:
resource and sensor management. Fusion can be per-
formed in a fully centralized architecture, a decentralized
architecture, or a distributed architecture according to the
process and fusion capabilities. Note that the majority
of the computation for fusion is performed at a C2
system, which can also be centralized, decentralized,
and/or distributed. Details will be introduced in the next
subsection.

Some researchers [167] employed a support vector
machine (SVM) with multiple features of sensing data to
detect UAVs. The fusion of radar and audio sensors was
studied to identify clearly whether a detected object is an
mUAV or possibly a harmless entity, such as a bird [168].
Other authors [169] studied mUAV detection with radar,
IR, and EO, as well as acoustic sensors. Multimodal deep
learning was recently studied [170], where data fusion
was implemented by extracting multiple features.

B. C2 SYSTEMS
As mentioned in Section III, the majority of platforms
have only either a sensing or a mitigation system. A
central platform can perform many roles of a C2 system
yet is technically discriminated from a C2 system. Some
of the hardware and software of a C2 system can be
included in multiple platforms. In other words, C2 system
architecture types can be distributed over multiple plat-
forms, and each platform can compute and make partial
decisions separately. However, a dedicated C2 system
is a core processing unit that can orchestrate multiple
platforms for high-end performance of the CUS and can
have high computing power. C2 systems make decisions
about which tasks are required, i.e., orchestration, and
the threat levels of mUAVs, and perform computation for
orchestration and decisions. According to i) the distance
between the mUAV and the protection area, ii) the speed
and direction of the mUAV, iii) the payload carried by the
mUAV (e.g., explosives), iv) the size and type of UAV, and
v) the attributes of the protective area, the threat level
can be determined, as follows:

• Level.1 (Low): a threat is unlikely.
• Level.2 (Moderate): a threat is possible, but not likely.
• Level.3 (Substantial): a threat is a strong possibility.
• Level.4 (Severe): a threat is highly likely.
• Level.5 (Critical): a threat is expected imminently.

C2 systems make decisions autonomously or by well-
timed human intervention. Here, human intervention can
be a bottleneck to cope with fast-moving UAVs. Therefore,
fully autonomous with the least human intervention
possible will enhance the performance of CUSs.

1) Orchestration
The orchestration procedure of C2 systems in an inte-
grated CUS can be divided into five steps, as follows [49],
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[50]. Note that the threat level can be updated during
every step, and step (v) can be directly executed while
omitting the other steps depending on the threat level.

(i) Detection/identification: To detect any suspicious
object, C2 systems initially gather data from the
sensing systems. C2 systems may then perform data
fusion by dividing the tasks of extracting features and
making decisions (i.e., identification) with sensors
as to whether the detected object is a UAV or
another small object, e.g., a bird, kite, or balloon. The
decision can be made from raw data, feature data,
or local decision data. Furthermore, C2 systems can
classify the payload carried by the UAV to determine
the threat level [171], [172].

(ii) Authorization: When C2 systems conclude that a de-
tected object is a UAV, they can then verify whether
the detected UAV is authorized or unauthorized.
According to the decision with regard to verification
of authorization, C2 systems update the level of the
UAV threat.

(iii) Localization: If the threat level exceeds a predefined
level (e.g., level 2), C2 systems identify where the
detected UAV is located and/or whether it is head-
ing toward a sensitive protecting area, i.e., mUAV
localization. Localization for the operators of mUAVs
can be performed to investigate and prevent future
threats, i.e., operator localization. Generally, operator
localization can be performed only when veiled
operators communicate with UAVs by RF signals,
whereas mUAV localization can be achieved not
only by RF signals but also by other data sources.
Here, the threat level is updated according to the
localization results.
Localization for mUAVs should be implemented
without GNSS because the GNSS information of
mUAVs is unavailable for CUSs. Localization with-
out GNSS (i.e., indoor localization) has been widely
studied [173]–[175]. Indoor localization techniques
can be classified into geometric positioning (e.g.,
triangulation), fingerprinting, proximity analysis, and
vision analysis. The applicable localization tech-
niques for CUSs are geometric positioning and vi-
sion analysis. Geometric positioning requires angle
and distance information. The angle-of-arrival (AoA),
received signal strength index, time of flight/arrival
(ToF/ToA), time difference of arrival (TDoA) [176]–
[178], and round-trip ToF (RToF) [179] can be es-
timated from sound, radio, and light data, and the
estimated information provides source information
for geometric positioning. Estimation by ToF/ToA
and TDoA-based methods may be infeasible for the
localization of uncooperative UAVs, as they require
a common clock and synchronization. In one study
[180], radio-based UAV detection and AoA estima-
tion algorithms were investigated. In another study

[181], AoA estimation techniques using a directional
antenna array were proposed to localize UAVs. A
visual analysis can also be employed for localization.
The visual analysis is implemented based on light
information (i.e., captured images). The obtained
information is discriminated with irrelevant back-
ground (e.g., buildings and static objects) to estimate
the positions of mUAVs [173], [182]–[184]. However,
a depth camera is needed to estimate the distance
between an mUAV and a sensor. The distance can
also be estimated with prior knowledge of the mUAV
without a depth camera [185].

(iv) Tracking: According to the updated threat level, the
C2 systems determine whether to track the detected
mUAV. A sky platform is an effective tool capable
of physically tracking an mUAV, i.e., chasing it.
On the other hand, tracking can be interpreted as
the algorithmic tracking of the target UAV by C2
systems and sensing systems. Tracking can also be
implemented by data fusions such as localization.
For algorithmic tracking, an extended Kalman filter,
a particle filter, and template matching are widely
employed for general tracking from ground sensors
[130], [183], [186]. Note that authorized UAVs can
actually be camouflaged or stolen/spoofed/hacked
by malicious operators, and UAVs can veil their
intentions and pretend to be authorized until the
moment they present the harmful threat. Authorized
UAVs can operate in a malicious manner abruptly.
Thus, C2 systems must continue to observe/track
even authorized UAVs. While tracking an mUAV,
the threat level must be updated according to the
tracking result.

(v) Decision on Neutralization: C2 systems can make
decisions to neutralize UAVs from the updated threat
level. Neutralization methods include controlling,
warning, disrupting, disabling, and destroying [187].
Following the regulations of the authorities and ac-
cording to the neutralization strategy, the neutral-
ization method is determined by the C2 system.
To increase the effectiveness, multiple mitigation
systems with various neutralization methods can be
operated simultaneously.

2) Computation
Throughout the integrated CUS procedures, high com-
puting power is required to improve the accuracy and ef-
fectiveness of detection/identification, localization, track-
ing, and neutralization. Outstanding computing perfor-
mance is required to implement state-of-the-art data fu-
sion schemes, detection-localization-tracking algorithms,
and for orchestral multi mitigation system operation.
The computing complexity can increase exponentially for
integrated CUSs that require the capability to cope with
multiple UAVs and state-of-the-art algorithms. To this
end, C2 systems must provide high computing power.
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Meanwhile, centralized computing can be a bottleneck
in CUSs. A breakdown or/and failure of centralized com-
puting can limit the system’s ability to protect the skies.
Decentralized or distributed computing can provide a
robust network without system bottlenecks, while a single
C2 system on a global platform can lead to a vulnera-
ble network. Decentralized/distributed computing can be
implemented on platforms with computing capabilities
cooperatively sharing computing tasks.

Recently, cloud computing, where a cloud with power-
ful computing capabilities performs highly complex tasks,
has emerged. The cloud can provide high computing
power and network management given its benefits of
vast resources. However, cloud computing is centralized
and has the drawback of latency. Fog computing or edge
computing has also emerged to deal with this problem.
Fog computing can cope with latency-sensitive applica-
tions using network edge nodes. Network edge servers (or
cloudlets) with a distance closer than the cloud compute
tasks and therefore decrease the propagation delay. On
the other hand, the cloud can be reached by passing
several networks on which network managing operations
(e.g., routing, medium access control) are needed. How-
ever, the computing latency of fog computing is greater
than that in cloud computing. Therefore, task offloading
must be rigorously designed based on this tradeoff. Note
that employing the sky platform (not only the ground
platform) as a cloudlet has also been vigorously studied
[134], [188]. Readers can refer to one earlier study [189]
and the references therein for more details.

C. MITIGATION SYSTEMS
According to the threat level as determined by the C2
system and following the regulations of relevant author-
ities, several mitigation systems can be simultaneously
activated and cooperate to mitigate mUAVs effectively.
Based on the strength of the threat level and counter-
measures against mUAVs, mitigation systems can warn,
control, disrupt, disable, and destroy by utilizing various
mitigators, such as RF/GNSS jamming, spoofing, high-
power microwaves (HPMs), lasers, nets, eagles, projec-
tiles, and collision UAVs [187].

(i) Warning: With knowledge of the utilized communi-
cation system of the mUAV, mitigation systems can
warn and neutralize the mUAV by communicating
with the operator of the mUAV on restrained terms
when the threat level is Level 2(Moderate). Because
the pilot of the mUAV can sabotage the UAV, which
could be a danger for civilians if the mUAV is flying
or hovering over habitations, the warning would be
the first neutralization4 strategy before other mit-
igation methods are used. To the end, mitigation
systems should include a communication system

4Neutralization and mitigation are interchangeably used throughout
the paper.

and the capability to provide the direction of the
flight such that the mUAV can deviate from the
unauthorized route to avoid an intrusion.

(ii) Control: Instead of warning the mUAV operator,
direct control of the mUAV can be implemented
via spoofing. This requires more sophisticated and
high-end techniques and devices when the threat
level is higher than or equal to Level 3(Substantial).
By taking control of the mUAV, mitigation systems
can land the mUAVs safely and immediately on the
ground. If there is a return to home (RTH) mode
in the mUAV, the RTH mode can be activated [190].
However, owing to the lack of standards, protocols,
and regulations, it is difficult to implement control
methods practically.

(iii) Disruption: Disruption refers to interrupting the op-
eration of an mUAV. Mitigation systems can disrupt
potential mUAVs that can threaten a protected area
when the threat level is higher than or equal to
Level 4(Severe). Typical disruption methods are cy-
ber attacks, such as jamming and spoofing. By using
jamming and spoofing methods, mitigation systems
disrupt the mUAV so that it cannot be operated with
full maneuverability. Once the mUAV is disconnected
from the operator by disruption, the RTH mode can
be activated [190].

(iv) Disabling: Compared to disruption, which causes
UAVs to malfunction, disabling UAVs is harsher when
the threat level is higher than or equal to Level
4(Severe). Strongger RF/GNSS jamming, spoofing,
and HPMs can disable mUAV operation in a non-
physical manner. In addition, a net catcher or eagles,
which are the kinetic mitigation systems, can disable
UAVs physically.

(v) Destruction: Destroying mUAV is the harshest
means of physically neutralizing an mUAV by using
weapons such as lasers, projectiles, and collision
UAVs [191]. These system can be activated when
the detected mUAV is too close to a secure-sensitive
area, such as an airport, airfield, nuclear power sta-
tion, oil refinery, public infrastructure, government
facility, or military facility and related areas, and/or
then they are too fast to verify the threat or to
use other more moderate neutralization methods.
In urgent situations, i.e., threat Level 5(Critical), the
multiple destroying systems can be activated and
cooperate to improve the protection capability. The
destruction of an mUAV may have a knock-on effect
from the debris of the mUAV and the explosion.
Thus, in urban environments where many people
can be injured, mitigation systems need to deter-
mine the destruction time. The destruction can also
be deferred to locate and capture the operators of
mUAVs. Note that the physical destruction can be a
last resort for mitigating mUAVs.
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FIGURE 7. Sensors and mitigators. Note that radar, RF sensor, jamming, spoofing, and high-power EM employ antennas and their functions can be
implemented with the same hardware; therefore, their appearances are similar to one another. The platforms show sensing and mitigation systems
equipped in ground static platforms, ground mobile platforms, human-packable platforms, LAP, and HAP

To overcome the limitation of single mitigator/UAV of
CUSs, the operation of the multiple UAVs is desired. To
this end, the newest wireless communication technolo-
gies capable of supporting/controlling numerous devices
and with ultra-reliable and low-latency communications,
e.g., 5G and B5G, are recommended for CUSs.

V. CUS DEVICES AND FUNCTIONS
Sensors and mitigators are essential components that
compose the sensing and mitigation systems, respec-
tively, as introduced in Section III and as shown in Fig.
6. Each sensor and mitigator has unique characteristics,
limitations, and shapes, as shown in Fig. 7. Additionally,
multiple sensors and mitigators can be deployed on a
single platform, as shown in Fig. 7. In this section, we
introduce the details of sensors and mitigators and their
functions.

A. SENSORS
A sensor is generally a device, module, machine, or
subsystem that detects and reports events or changes
of a monitored surrounding environment. Herein, the
sensors of sensing systems for CUSs are inteded to
detect and report UAVs and can be classified as active

or passive sensors. Active sensors, such as radar and
LiDAR, transmit waves and receive reflected waves to
collect data. On the other hand, passive sensors such as
the acoustic/ultrasonic sensors, RF sensors, and EO/IR
sensors, receive ambient waves which are emitted from
UAVs. Sensors can be also categorized according to the
frequency of the transmitting and/or receiving waves.
Herein, sensors are surveyed based on the wave frequen-
cies, from low to high, as shown in Fig. 6. They are also
categorized in Table 6.

1) Acoustic/Ultrasonic Sensors
Microphones are pressure transducers that convert sound
waves into electrical signals and are thus widely used as
the acoustic/ultrasonic sensors that detect the spectral
range of audible (between 20 Hz and 20 kHz) and ultra-
sound (above 20 kHz, up to several gigahertz) waves. Most
UAVs generate sound from the engines/motors and/or
rotors. Mini-UAVs generate buzzing and hissing sounds
in the frequency range of 400 Hz to 8 kHz [192], which
can be detected by the acoustic sensors. The gathered
sound data can be compared to libraries of acoustic
signatures to discriminate UAVs from other, similar ob-
jects [192]. For example, DroneShield built a database
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TABLE 6. Characteristics and Limitations of Sensors

Sources Sensors Act/Pas Characteristics & Strength Limitations & Weakness References

Sound
Waves

Acoustic/
ultrasonic

sensors
Passive

• 20 Hz–20 kHz, Microphones • Range is limited

[192]–[200]• Acoustic signature library • Vulnerable to ambient noise

• Supporting other type of sensors • Capacity limits and updating of libraries

Radio
Waves

RF sensors Passive

• Communication spectrum. Capturing • Knowledge of mUAV communication specifications,

[48], [201]–[205]• commun. signals between mUAVs and operators • such as modulation protocols and MAC addresses, is desired

• Low complexity and easy to implement • Poor target detection reliability

Radar Active

• 3 MHz–300 G Hz (Operate in cloudy weather) • Large radar cross-section (RCS) is desired

[206]–[230]
• (FM)CW radar, UWB radar, mmWave radar • Limited performance for low altitudes and speeds

• Micro Doppler signatures (MDS) • Interference from other small objects

• Longer range than LiDAR, Velocity info. • LoS is highly desired

Light
Waves

EO/IR Passive

• 300 GHz–430 THz (visible spectrum) • Provides 2D images

• EO: visual images, IR: thermal images • Limited by weather cond. & background temp. [45], [130],

• EO: day light, IR: w/o day light • Susceptible to positions of objects (horizon) [231]–[240]

• Assisted by computer-vision technologies • LoS is required

LiDAR Active

• 300 THz–500 THz (light pulse) • LoS is required and the detection range is short

• Providing 3D representation • Limited usage in nighttime/cloudy weather [101],

• Detecting an object in a complex background, • Operating altitude: 500–2,000 m [241], [242]

• i.e., high-resolution detection is possible • Expensive technology

of the acoustic signatures of various UAV models to
prevent false alarms due to ambient noise [193]. Alsok’s
detection system employs acoustic sensors to detect the
rotating propellers of UAVs and compare the detected
data with the acoustic signatures in a database [194].
However, the libraries of acoustic signatures do not cover
all types of proliferating UAVs over various fields. Fur-
thermore, acoustic sensors cover a limited range, and
acoustic/ultrasonic data is vulnerable to wind and sur-
rounding ambient noise sources. Though the LoS envi-
ronment can enhance the detection performance, it is not
required for acoustic/ultrasonic sensing. To overcome the
limitations of acoustic/ultrasonic sensing and to bolster
the performance capabilities of other types of sensors,
various techniques and algorithms have been studied
using acoustic/ultrasonic data.

A microphone can be used to detect a UAV [195]. To
increase the detection range, the arrays of microphones
can be used [196]. Localization and tracking of UAVs
were studied with an acoustic array using calibration and
beamforming [197]. In another study [198], a classifier
with two layers was proposed, where the first layer
determined the existence of a UAV and the second layer
determined the UAV type, e.g., fixed-wing or rotary-wing.
Machine learning-based algorithms such as the SVM and
k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) algorithms, as well as neural
networks were studied to classify the time- or frequency-
domain acoustic/ultrasonic signals generated from UAVs
[199], [200].

2) RF Sensors
RF sensors capture ambient EM signals emitted from
mUAVs or remote operators to detect mUAVs. The major-
ity of commercial UAVs are remotely controlled by their
operators. For example, UAVs and operators communi-
cate telecommand and telemetry information, such as
altitude, position, battery life, and video data. Hence, RF

sensors can detect mUAVs unless the mUAV is prepro-
grammed and autonomous. Because RF sensors are easy
to implement and have low computational complexity,
they have been studied for various systems. In one such
study [201], the average signal strength measured by
several RF sensor nodes was used to detect UAVs. Using
Wi-Fi receivers and software-defined radio boards, RF
sensors eavesdrop on the link between the mUAV and
the controller and capture the vibrating patterns of the
UAV body for UAV detection [202], [203]. The detection
and classification of micro UAVs from the RF signals were
also studied based on machine learning approaches [204].

RF sensors are widely applied to various systems owing
to their simplicity, yet they have several limitations. RF
sensors have poor target detection reliability and high
false alarm probability rates. Because the RF sensor is
passive, it does not provide the range information of the
mUAV. Knowledge of the spectrum band in use is required
for detection. Furthermore, knowledge of modulation
protocols, e.g., the frequency hopping spread spectrum,
the direct sequence spread spectrum, and orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing, and/or the identification
of media access control (MAC) addresses is required to
improve the fidelity of the detection performance [48].
Here, spectrum sensing can be employed to acquire
information [205]. Signals sharing the same frequency
band as UAVs, i.e., electromagnetic interference, make
RF-based UAV detection more challenging. Furthermore,
identifying MAC addresses is only possible for disclosed-
to-the-public MAC addresses.

3) Radar
To determine the range, angle, or velocity of an mUAV,
radar is widely used as an active sensor in sensing
systems in a CUS. A radar system consists of a transmitter,
a receiver, and a processor [211]. The transmitter radiates
EM signals whose frequency ranges typically between
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3 MHz and 300 GHz depending on the application. The
EM signals are reflected by the mUAV and return to
the radar. The returning EM signals reflected from the
mUAV provide essential information with which to obtain
the mUAVs’ location and speed. Thus, the amount of
the received signal power is critical to determine the
detection performance of the radar. However, because
the reflected radar signals captured by the receiving
antenna are very weak, they need to be amplified at
the processor. The reflected radar signals captured by
the receiving antenna are inversely proportional to the
frequency, whereas they are proportional to the radar
cross-section (RCS), a measure of how detectable an
object is that depends on the material, size, and location
(i.e., the distance and incident and reflected angles) of the
mUAV. From the reflected radar signals, the processor can
calculate the round-trip time (i.e., ToA) and the frequency
shift due to the Doppler effect to estimate the distance
and velocity information of the mUAV.

However, traditional radar systems are designed to
detect legacy (manned) aircraft with high velocities and
a large RCS, and they are inappropriate to detect slow-
moving and low-flying mUAVs with a small RCS [206],
[224], [226], [227]. To circumvent this issue, the micro-
motions of vibrating (by engines or motors) and rotating
(by propellers) structures of UAVs [218]–[220], which
cause a unique micro-Doppler signature (MDS), have
recently been used for radar detection. Research has
shown that quadcopters, hexacopters, and octocopters
have different MDS characteristics [222], [223]. Radar can
detect mUAVs by analyzing the MDSs of mUAVs [206],
[215]–[217]. The joint time-frequency analysis method,
e.g., short-time Fourier transform, can also be utilized
to analyze the radar MDSs of UAVs [221].

Various types of radar to detect objects with small
RCSs have been studied. An unmodulated continuous
wave (CW) Doppler radar system with a long dwell time
can capture rich information to deal with small UAVs
with a small RCS [207]–[210], though it cannot obtain
the target range [211]. A frequency-modulated CW radar
system can estimate the ranges as well as velocities of
multiple targets simultaneously [46], [212]–[214]. On the
other hand, ultra-wideband (UWB) radar generates an
extremely narrow pulse, resulting in wideband utilization.
UWB radar can be employed for high-resolution ranging
resulting in an accurate ToA. Experimental results show
that MDSs induced by mini-UAVs and birds are signif-
icantly different, and it was found that mini-UAVs and
birds can be distinguished based on features caused by
the flapping wings of the birds and the unique MDS [206],
[228]–[230], [243]. It was also found that millimeter-wave
radar can provide high-fidelity micro-Doppler echoes
from a mini-UAV from the very rapidly rotating propellers
[224], [243].

4) EO/IR Sensors
EO sensors detect EM waves that range from the in-
frared (300 GHz–30 THz) up to the ultraviolet (larger
than 790 THz) frequencies. Typically, EO sensors capture
visible wavelengths (300 GHz–430 THz) reflected from
mUAVs to detect them under daylight conditions. On
the other hand, IR sensors, i.e., thermal cameras, de-
tect the infrared spectrum to capture the heat signature
(resolutions as low as 0.01◦C ) radiated from mUAVs
and thus can detect targets even without sufficient light,
e.g., during the night and cloudy and/or dark days. The
spectrum should be determined based on the expected
temperature of the target object. An IR sensor can detect
heat emitted from the motors and engines of mUAVs [45],
[231], [232], where IR cameras with shorter wavelength
provide better performance to capture fast-moving bright
and small targets than long-wavelength IR cameras [45].

Passive EO/IR sensors provide only two-dimensional
(2D) images. Accordingly, to enhance the detection per-
formance, various machine learning- and deep learning-
based approaches have recently been employed. Machine
learning-based approaches, e.g., SVM and k-NN, classify
objects based on predetermined features, whereas deep
learning-based approaches are typically convolutional
neural networks (CNN) without specified features. For
example, the use of neural networks has been rigor-
ously investigated and developed for EO/IR sensors [130],
[233]–[239]. In [233], a regression-based approach was
studied for its ability to classify and detect UAVs. In
that case, the training dataset was also provided. The
training data set can be artificially generated for the
CNN [240]. Various neural networks, such as that by
Zeiler and Fergus of the Visual Geometry Group and
another entitled ‘You Only Look Once’, have also been
assessed for UAV detection [234], [240]. Robust algorithms
for static/moving cameras were designed to propose
candidate regions and classify UAVs with birds [238], and
the onboard UAV system was devised to detect and chase
other UAVs using a lightweight camera and a low-power
algorithm without a GNSS service [237]. A pUAV detecting
a target mUAV based on template-matching algorithms
with a morphological filter was also considered [130].
In another study [239], an onboard UAV-Net detector
was proposed to detect small objects. Algorithms based
on CNNs and spatio-temporal filtering have also been
proposed to detect and track mUAVs and discriminate
mUAVs from birds [235]. In other work [236], a super-
resolution object-detection method for detecting UAVs
was designed.

Though EO/IR sensors have been widely studied and
utilized for object detection, they have several limita-
tions. The detection performance capabilities of EO/IR
sensors are highly degraded under NLoS environments.
Further, good focusing capability and multiple cam-
eras are required for EO/IR sensors to perform multi-
direction detection. EO/IR sensors are susceptible to
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TABLE 7. Characteristics and Limitations of Mitigators

Category Subcategory Characteristics & Strength Limitations & Weakness References

N
o

n
p

h
ys

ic
al

RF/GNSS
Jamming

• Interfering with mUAVs to degrade the received SNR • Ineffective for autonomous mUAVs

• GNSS signals of mUAVs are weak and vulnerable • Ineffective for GNSS-robust mUAVs with IMU sensors [132], [133],

• Increase the possibility of eavesdropping on mUAVs, • Ineffective for encrypted GPS in mUAVs [244]–[247]

• which is useful when spoofing them • Short distances are desired

Spoofing
• Controlling mUAVs and GNSS spoofing are possible • Comm. information regarding mUAVs is required

[247]–[252]
• Exploiting the vulnerabilities of various systems in mUAVs • Solid analysis on mUAVs is required

High-power
EM

• Impairing electronic systems via high-power EM waves • Accurate direction of EM wave is required

[253]–[255]• Narrowband EM waves: high power on a single frequency • Kill assessment may not be possible

• Wideband EM waves: short pulses in the time domain • There is a chance of a low lethality rate

Lasers

• Low power lasers: dazzlers • Sensitive to adverse weather conditions

[255]–[263]• High-power lasers: burn and destroy mUAVs • Accurate direction/aiming is required

• Tracking of the target is required • Lower cost per shot than physical projectiles

P
h

ys
ic

al

Projectiles

• Machine guns, munitions, guided missiles, mortars • Precise aiming is required considering gravity/wind

[264], [265]• Traditional mitigator to neutralize enemies • High cost per shot

• Quick reaction capability is possible • Crashed mUAVs may cause the collateral damages

Collision
UAVs

• Collision drones with detecting and tracking capabilities • Approaching and tracking mUAVs are required
[191],

[266]–[271]• Hybrid of projectiles and small UAVs • Chasing with low velocity causes mitigation delays

• Effective for contiguous small mUAVs • Crashed mUAVs may cause collateral damage

Nets

• Net cannons and sky platforms carrying nets are possible • Need to approach mUAVs closely

[272]–[284]• Nets equipped with parachutes cause mUAVs to descend safely • Effective range for mitigation is short

• Possible to extract info. from an mUAV after capturing it • Accuracy highly depends on environment

Eagles

• Using trained eagles for hunting as mitigators of mUAVs • Applicable to slower mUAVs

[49], [285]• High technology may not be required • and those that are smaller than eagles

• Fewer human resources are required than in other schemes • Injuries to eagles, ineffective for multiple mUAVs

adverse weather conditions and may fail to detect objects
near the horizon. A mUAV with temperature comparable
to background objects may be challenging for IR sensors
to detect [45].

5) LiDAR
Similar to radar, LiDAR detects mUAVs from signals
returning after reflecting off of the mUAVs. Contrary to
radar, LiDAR emits laser light (typically, 300 THz–500 THz)
to measure the range information from the mUAV. Li-
DAR can provide 3D representations using differences in
return times. Therefore, LiDAR can differentiate a target
object from a complex background [242].

In one study [241], the authors proposed an algorithm
for detecting small UAVs and generating 3D coordinates
by employing LiDAR. In another [101], detecting small
UAVs was assessed using a LiDAR system mounted on a
vehicle.

However, LiDAR has a short range to detect objects and
requires a LoS environment owing to the high frequency
of the laser light and its low energy. To extend the range of
detection, a data augmentation method and a detection
algorithm were studied for detecting UAVs using LiDAR
[242]. Moreover, as mentioned in Section IV-A1(1), LiDAR
is affected by weather phenomena, such as clouds, fog,
rain, falling snow, sleet, and direct sunlight.

B. MITIGATORS
Mitigation methods have been categorized into nonphys-
ical and physical methods based on whether there is
physical damage to the mUAV, as summarized in Table

7 and shown in Fig. 7. In this section, nonphysical and
physical mitigators are surveyed.

1) Nonphysical Mitigators
Nonphysical mitigators employ EM waves to disrupt,
disable, and/or destroy mUAVs. Nonphysical mitigators
perform the invisible, silent, and mild mitigation, as there
is no physical contact between the mitigator and the
mUAV. Because nonphysical mitigators use EM waves,
instantaneous maneuvers are possible and are not af-
fected by certain aspects of the physical environments,
such as gravity and wind. Thus, nonphysical mitigators
can readily aim at target mUAVs. Nonphysical mitigators
can be realized by various methods, such as high-power
electromagnetics, lasers, and cyber-attacks (e.g., RF/GNSS
jamming and spoofing, deauthentication attacks, zero-
day vulnerabilities, cross layer attack, multi-protocol at-
tack, denial-of-service on UAV/GCS, address resolution
protocol cache poisoning [286]). In our survey, among
the cyber-attacks, we focus on RF/GNSS jamming and
spoofing which are the majority of the cyber-attacks to
mUAVs. See [51], [249], [286], [287] and references therein
for the comprehensive survey of cyber-attacks.

• RF/GNSS jamming: The RF jammers can disrupt or
disable mUAVs by interfering with their communi-
cation links. By interfering with the communication
between mUAVs and the malicious operators, jam-
ming decreases the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
the mUAV and disrupts the mUAV [133]. To recover
the disrupted communications, the communication
signal between the mUAV and the malicious op-
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erators must increase, which exposes them clearly
to the mitigators. Once the communication link is
jammed and degraded, the mUAVs may lose the
remote control link and may descend or initiate a
RTH mode.
There are several jamming schemes. A jammer can
transmit all of its power on a single frequency
(spot jamming), shift the power rapidly from one
frequency to another (sweep jamming), or transmit
power simultaneously over a range of frequencies
(barrage jamming). In addition, jammers can be
classified as active jammers and reactive jammers.
The active jammer transmits RF signals continually,
or does so randomly to save energy. The deceptive
jammer, a type of active jammer, causes the UAV to
receive packets continuously without a gap such that
the mUAV remains in a receive mode. The reactive
jammer transmits signals only when it detects that
the monitored spectrums/channels are occupied by
unknown signals, i.e., mUAVs, [244], [245]. How-
ever, RF jamming can be ineffective for autonomous
mUAVs that do not require any remote control or
for mUAVs that follow a preprogrammed route via
global positioning system (GPS) checkpoints [288].
Thus, GNSS jamming is required to compensate for
the limits of RF jamming.
GNSS jammers interfere with navigation systems. Be-
cause the GPS signal comes from a satellite, its power
is weak and vulnerable to jamming signals. Once the
mUAV loses the GNSS signal, it will hover or land
without completing its mission [247]. However, GNSS
jamming can be ineffective for mUAVs equipped
with inertial measurement unit (IMU) sensors and
encrypted signals for the navigation. Therefore, the
compensation between RF and GNSS is required.
It is important to note that sky platforms can be
employed for effective jamming mitigators, as the
jamming performance can be dramatically improved
as the distance between the mitigators and the
mUAVs becomes shorter [49], [132], [246].

• Spoofing: Given the overwhelming technology
and/or knowledge of mUAVs, taking control of
mUAVs or commanding mUAVs to detour away from
a protected area is possible, a technique also known
as spoofing. Spoofing mitigators can disrupt, disable,
or take control of mUAVs. Spoofing mitigators for
mUAVs counterfeit RF or GNSS signals to neutral-
ize mUAVs. Advanced technologies which determine
fully the communication protocol stacks, GNSS ser-
vices, and vulnerabilities of the mUAVs are required
to implement spoofing.
GNSS spoofing is a common method when the pro-
tocols (e.g., code and modulation types) are known.
GPS spoofing can cause mUAVs to hover, engage
the autopilot, land, and misdirect to the spoofed
route [247], [248]. Appropriate spoofing strategies are

needed for different types of mUAVs to manage them
when they lose their lock on the authorized GNSS
signals [247].
The spoofing of remote control signals can also
be implemented by analyzing the communication
protocols in use [249], [250]. Taking full control
of mUAVs is possible [250], [251] if the protocols
are known and available at the mitigators. Vulner-
abilities of Wi-Fi-based UAVs have been studied
[249]. Cellular-connected UAVs [252] can also be
spoofed by analyzing the vulnerabilities of cellular
networks. Furthermore, because mUAVs consist of
various embedded systems including a navigation
system and a communication system [249], various
vulnerabilities of mUAVs can be considered to in-
crease the capabilities of spoofing. With rigorous
analysis and overwhelming technologies, spoofing
by attacking the vulnerabilities of operating systems,
GNSS systems, and wireless communication links
can be implemented.

• High-power electromanetics: A high-power EM
wave can disable an mUAV by impairing its elec-
tronic systems, and these methods can be catego-
rized into two classes: those that use narrowband
waves and those that use wideband waves. Narrow-
band EM waves include high power on a nearly
single-tone frequency. A high power narrowband EM
wave is referred to as HPM. HPM can couple with
the UAV and cause damage such that it becomes
disabled. HPM requires very high power, i.e., on the
order of thousands of volts on a single frequency
[253]. The directed energy of HPM can be used to
crash a UAV [254]. Finding an effective frequency to
cause malfunctions in mUAVs is the key issue.
On the other hand, the wideband EM wave has short
pulses in the time domain. The energy is distributed
over a wide band, and the wideband wave EM has a
low energy density over the bandwidth. Note that a
non-nuclear EMP can hardly be implemented with
a large low-inductance capacitor that is discharged
into a single loop antenna.
However, high-power EM waves should be precisely
directed toward the target mUAV to effectively mit-
igate it; otherwise, the lethality is significantly de-
creased, i.e., some devices, e.g., radar and RF sensors,
can still operate partially after this type of mitigation
[255]. Here, the issue is that it is difficult to evaluate
the kill assessment after mitigation.

• Lasers: While lasers can be employed as laser range
finders and designators, laser as mitigators can dis-
able or destroy mUAVs with directed energy [256]–
[263]. An electrolaser ionizes the path to the UAV and
emits an electric current down the conducting track
of ionized plasma. Lasers can be categorized into
low-power lasers and high-power lasers [255]. Low-
power lasers can neutralize (dazzle) the sensitive
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EO/IR sensors of mUAVs. High-power lasers that
operate at the mega-watt level can burn a hole in the
mUAV and destroy it. Laser mitigators are affordable
compared to physical projectiles [289]. However,
laser mitigators require challenging research and
development and are sensitive to adverse weather
conditions. Furthermore, high-power lasers require
accurate directions and sufficient time to track the
mUAVs.

2) Physical Mitigators
Contrary to nonphysical mitigators, physical mitigators
disable and destroy mUAVs physically. Physical mitigators
are effective, and the results of whether the neutralization
was successful are obvious. Physical mitigators require
accurate aiming and/or tracking of the mUAVs to remain
physically close to the mUAV to effectively neutralize.
Physical mitigators can employ projectiles, collision UAVs,
nets, and eagles.

• Projectiles: Mitigators that employ projectiles can
destroy mUAVs. Projectiles include machine guns,
munitions, guided missiles, artillery, mortars, and
rockets. Guided projectiles require a guidance system
to track and hit the mUAVs. In July of 2014, Israel
used a Patriot missile to shoot down an incom-
ing reconnaissance UAV from Gaza [264]. In 2019,
SmartRounds Inc. announced a 40 mm missile sys-
tem for anti-UAV munitions, which can be deployed
on ground and sky platforms and that operate at
high velocity [265]. The projectile is equipped with a
vision sensor for object detection and tracking. How-
ever, precise aiming considering gravity and wind
is required, and the cost of the projectiles per shot
is high. Furthermore, the mUAVs go out of control
and crash to the ground, possibly causing collateral
damage.

• Collision UAVs: Collision UAVs with detection and
tracking capabilities can follow the mUAVs to crash
into and destroy them. A collision UAV requires high
speed to pursue the mUAV, e.g., 350 km/h [266], and
is effective for contiguous small mUAVs in protected
areas. Collision UAVs can employ a computer-vision-
aided object-detection method and carry explosives
to maximize the collision impact [268]. More exam-
ples of collision UAVs can be found in the literature
[191], [269]–[271]. Collision UAVs can be interpreted
as a hybrid consisting of a missile and a small UAV.
Collision UAVs are disposable and cause collateral
damage, similar to projectiles. However, collision
UAVs require a relatively large neutralization delay
compared to projectiles.

• Nets: Net catchers ensnare and demobilize mUAVs.
The net can be projected by a net cannon [272]–[276]
or can be carried by sky platforms [49], [277]–[283].
Nets can be a solution to mitigate small mUAVs
which are difficult to neutralize by guns or guided

missiles [282], [283]. In one study [284], a portable
mitigator was demonstrated to be able to capture
UAVs. Nets can be equipped with parachutes to
ensure that the UAV descends safely for forensic
analysis and to prevent collateral damage to other
facilities [49]. However, the effective range of net
mitigation is short.

• Eagles: For centuries, people of the Altai region
have trained themselves in the art of eagle hunting.
They have trained eagles to catch small animals.
Motivated by the people of Altai, Dutch and Scottish
police trained eagles as a mitigator of CUSs to neu-
tralize and catch mini-UAVs [49], [285]. Eagle training
does not require high technology. To train and breed
a mitigator eagle may require fewer human resources
than other mitigation devices that are developed by
researchers and engineers in various areas. However,
eagle mitigators can easily be injured by the blades
and propellers of mUAVs, and their use is limited
to slower and smaller mUAVs relative to the speed
and size of the eagles. Furthermore, eagle mitigators
may not be appropriate to mitigate multiple mUAVs
simultaneously.

VI. CUS MARKET

Skyrocketing growth in the UAV industry has created
both positive and negative externalities. Well-meaning
users of UAVs have successfully benefitted from diverse
UAV applications that range from recreation to emer-
gency rescue applications, as introduced in Section II-A.
Malevolent users of UAVs also have quickly caught up
with the possible malicious applications of UAVs, such
as terror, security breaches, and invasions of privacy, to
name a few. As a result, market needs for counteract-
ing the negative externalities of UAVs have skyrocketed,
in tandem with the recent growth of the civilian UAV
industry. However, these market needs are bound to be
multi-faceted due to the distinctive characteristics of the
CUS market, such as its complete dependence on the
UAV industry or the possibility of cannibalizing existing
markets. In this section, the landscape of the CUS market
is scanned to identify market patterns and anomalies. The
CUS market is analyzed in terms of rivalries and major
acquisitions/partnerships among incumbents, suppliers
or partners of incumbents, as well as those complemen-
tary to incumbents and emerging organizations entering
the CUS market. Based on the market analysis, the
distinct characteristics of the CUS market are identified
and elaborated. Lastly, practical implications for industry
practitioners, especially those which consider entering
the CUS market, such as telecom service providers, are
also identified.
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A. DANCING LANDSCAPE OF THE GLOBAL CUS
MARKET: WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE AND HOW IS IT
CHANGING?
The size of the commercial UAV industry is anticipated
to make an upsurge, reaching USD 6.3 billion in 2026
with a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 23.37%
from the market size of USD 1.2 billion in 2018 [290].
The prospects of the commercial UAV industry started to
become especially hopeful when Jeff Bezos, the CEO of
Amazon, made a surprising appearance on “60 Minutes”
in December of 2013, and announced Amazon’s future
plan to launch a drone delivery service called Amazon
Prime Air. Around the same time, however, the portents
of commercial UAVs going rogue had been progressively
noticeable. A rogue drone was spotted at Gatineau jail
in Quebec in November of 2013, which obviously was an
attempted contraband drop-off. A few days later, guards
at Georgia State Prison spotted a six-rotor drone carrying
packs of tobacco hovering over the prison compound.
Six and a half years later, while we are still waiting for
Amazon drones to drop off packages onto our door steps,
the potential threats of mUAVs have surged, subsequently
intensifying the market need for CUS solutions.

1) Market Size and Growth
The CUS market remained in its embryonic stage
throughout the 2010s only to witness ‘hockey stick’
growth recently. The current CUS market is estimated
to have reached the size of USD 1 billion [291] and is
expected to grow to USD 4.5 billion by 2026 [292]. The
five-year forecast for the CUS market growth ranges, de-
pending on market research firm, from a CAGR of 16.8%
[293], 37.2% [294], to 41.1% [291]. Fig. 8 shows the current
size of the CUS market and its anticipated growth over the
next five years as estimated by Drone Industry Insights,
the German market research and analysis company [295].

2) Geographic Composition
The geographic distribution of the CUS market highlights
the dominance of North America, whose market share
accounts for more than half of the global CUS market
[293], [296]. North America’s CUS market dominance is
mostly due to the prolonged and extensive R&D invest-
ment by the US Department of Defense (DoD), especially
up to 2016, and the subsequent procurement of CUS
solutions. Starting in 2016, the DoD shifted its investment
focus from R&D to integrating existing technologies and
solutions into more comprehensive programs [297]. In
order to drive this shift further, the DoD requested USD
500 million for CUS development for the 2020 fiscal year.
In sum, although the underlying mechanism has evolved
from system development to system integrations, North
America’s CUS market dominance is expected to remain
strong for the foreseeable future. Europe is the next most
active geographic region for the CUS market, where the
growth rate is estimated to remain steady [298]. The

FIGURE 8. CUS (counter-drone) market size and forecast 2019–2024
[295]

strongest driver of the European CUS market’s medium
yet steady growth is the presence of globally renowned
traditional defense corporations such as the Thales Group
in France, Saab AB in Sweden, and BSS Holland BV in
the Netherlands. Multiple market research and analysis
organizations collectively identify the Asia Pacific CUS
market as possessing the most substantial growth poten-
tial in the near future [292], [298], [299]. Rapidly increas-
ing government expenditures on defense infrastructure,
particularly that of the aerospace industry, in the Asia
Pacific region are considered to be the major source of the
growth potential. Latin American and African CUS mar-
kets are still in their embryonic stages and do not show
the potential for robust growth. However, the recently
escalating numbers of drone attacks, especially in Latin
America, are likely to spark governmental investments in
developing CUS technologies, which would subsequently
drive market growth in that region.

3) Market Growth Driver

Aside from the obvious market needs to counteract the
potential threats posed by mUAVs, the growth drivers of
the CUS market are multi-faceted, including both direct
and indirect antecedents (as summarized in Table 8).

The most critical and direct driver is the proliferation
of low-price UAVs that already have created a mass mar-
ket. While regulations have been keeping pace with the
growing UAV industry, as stated in Section II-B, market
demands and regulatory changes do not move in sync,
forcing regulatory bodies to make continuous updates.
Conflicting perspectives on fundamental regulatory is-
sues, such as categorizing UAVs as either ‘flying objects’
or airplanes, prohibits regulatory bodies from reaching a
consensus with regard to safety levels. For instance, the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
considers a relatively narrow industry of UAVs when
categorizing them as something between road and air
devices, whereas the European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA) maintains a broader view of UAVs, categorizing
them at the level of an airline [300]. The expanding UAV
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TABLE 8. Derivers and Inhibitors of CUS Market Growth

CUS Market Growth Drivers

• Expansion of UAV industry: Recent skyrocketing growth of the UAV industry

• Commoditized UAV: The proliferation of inexpensive UAVs

• Negative externality: The increasing seriousness of malicious UAV incidents

• Favorable conditions for negative externality: increasing accessibility to raw explosive materials

• Public perception: Increasing exposure of UAV attacks by the general public

CUS Market Growth Inhibitors

• Technology obsolescence: Rapid technology development and subsequent innovation rates

• Security concerns: National security and defense regulation prohibiting CUS exports

• Incomplete regulation: Regulatory details for the CUS market, e.g., rules of engagement, being currently developed

• Lack of assessment criteria: CUS performance evaluation measures needed

• Insufficient cases for analysis: Sufficient number of malicious UAV incidents needed for comprehensive threat profiling

mass market poses both malicious and benign threats by
providing malevolent actors with an asymmetric capa-
bility to launch attacks and enabling recreational users
to cause unintended security breaches. The other direct
driver is the emerging market requirements specifically
for portable CUS solutions, i.e., human-packable and
mobile platforms.

Indirect drivers are in action as well. Coincident
with public exposure to drone swarm technology spiked
through international events such as the Winter Olympics
[301], major news outlets, e.g., the Financial Times, have
recently started to warn the general public about the
potential threat of drone swarms [302]. Public percep-
tions that drone swarms could make coordinated at-
tacks also have kickstarted further R&D investment in
drone neutralization technologies. The ever increasing
accessibility to raw explosives for building bomblets is
another indirect driver of CUS market growth, enabling
malevolent culprits to build and detonate DIY bomblets.
These market growth drivers are currently adding fuel
to the explosion of the CUS market, yet not without
mitigating factors.

4) Market Growth Inhibitor

In tandem with multiple market growth drivers, multi-
dimensional factors can exist that restrain CUS market
growth (summarized in Table 8).

• Technology obsolescence: First, new UAV technolo-
gies are being developed at a rapid pace. Smaller
UAVs that fly longer and are equipped with better
aerial imaging units make it progressively difficult
for CUS providers to detect and neutralize mUAVs.
Knowledge in the area of mUAVs quickly becomes
obsolete, which significantly shortens the shelf life
of CUS providers’ organizational capabilities. Conse-
quently, CUS providers are required to keep up with
UAV innovations to launch newly updated counter-
measures.

• Security concerns: Second, regulatory bodies pro-
hibiting defense-related manufacturers from export-
ing restrict the global expansion of CUS providers.
For instance, the US International Traffic in Arms
Regulation prohibits certain American CUS manu-
facturers from selling overseas. Recently, however,
the US government started to clear CUS manufac-
turers on a case by case basis to export CUS systems
strictly to allied nations. For instance, Raytheon was
approved by the government to sell the Coyote Block
2 counter-drone weapon to approved allied nations
in March of 2020.

• Incomplete regulation: Third, the rules of engage-
ment to counteract mUAVs have not yet been fully
developed. The US Department of Justice released
a guideline to counteract killer drones in August of
2016 based on the 2013 Presidential Policy Guideline
to establish standard operating procedures to coun-
teract terror attacks [303]. Although specific rules of
drone engagement seem to be in detail, there still
exists some wiggle room that could generate multiple
interpretations.

• Lack of assessment criteria: Fourth, from the per-
spective of CUS clients, universal assessment criteria
to evaluate CUS performance capabilities are non-
existent. This seemingly insignificant factor makes it
difficult for potential clients to decide whether they
need a CUS solution and should choose from among
the many CUS companies providing vastly different
technologies and solutions. Without standardized
assessment criteria, clients are left to compare apples
and oranges.

• Insufficient cases for analysis: Lastly yet ironically,
the general understanding of concrete threat profiles
of mUAVs is hardly sufficient at the moment to
develop bullet-proof countermeasures due to the
limited number of UAV attacks. Akin to the prover-
bial firefighter in a town where there are no fires,
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CUS providers in a market where UAV attacks rarely
exist would have a difficult time identifying potential
threats and designing a series of counteractions.

5) Market Fragmentation

The civilian CUS market is currently highly fragmented;
there is no single dominant player which could exert
sufficient influence to drive the entire industry towards its
intended direction. Instead, multiple established corpo-
rations and diverse small- and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) together constitute a dynamically evolving ecosys-
tem. The marketplace of solution providers, particularly
value-added resellers, is an example of an intrinsically
highly fragmented market. Because solution providers are
required to customize each solution for individual clients,
economies of scale that are usually attained through pro-
viding standardized and universally deployable services
are unachievable in most cases. The requirements of
individual customization and subsequent customer sup-
port for an extended period therefore naturally turn away
large corporations from entering the market. Local SMEs
typically fill this void by leveraging their relatively low-
cost structures compared to those of large corporations.
The hospitality television market is a typical example
of this intrinsically highly fragmented marketplace for
solution providers: although many consumer electronics
corporations, such as Phillips and Samsung, briefly con-
sidered entering the television solution market for hotels,
retail outlets, doctors’ offices, and cruise ships, none of
them found the target market profitable enough. The less
than satisfying profitability level can be attributed to the
intrinsic nature of this fragmented market, which requires
individual customization and continuous customer sup-
port. The civilian CUS market followed the footsteps of
this intrinsically highly fragmented market until recently:
while traditional defense corporations, such as Lockheed
Martin and the Thales Group were handling the military
needs for CUS hardware and software, regional SMEs
such as DroneShield, DeDrone, and Aveillant as new
entrants in the CUS market during the 2010s started to
provide civilian applications. However, the civilian CUS
market growth has shown a significant upsurge recently,
becoming substantial enough to attract traditional de-
fense corporations. In this highly fragmented yet organi-
cally intertwined market, both established multi-national
corporations and regionally based SMEs do not necessar-
ily compete with each other but, rather create symbiotic
relationships with one another. Each entity brings the
complementary assets to the marketplace, consequently
creating overall both competing and cooperating relation-
ships. The next section introduces the current players
in the civilian CUS market and the notable acquisitions
among them.

B. GAME OF DRONES: WHO ARE THE CURRENT
MAJOR PLAYERS IN THE CIVILIAN CUS MARKET?

The civilian CUS market has been a dynamically evolving
ecosystem which consists of “big fish” in the ocean,
i.e., established multinational corporations positioned
in the traditional defense industry, such as Lockheed
Martin, Thales, Raytheon, Saab, and BSS Holland, and
“small fish” in the pond, i.e., emerging startups and
SMEs positioned in local civilian CUS markets, such as
Aveillant, DroneShield, Dedrone, Citadel Defense, and
Liteye, as well as a special batch of “small fish” in
the pond, i.e., spinoff companies from SMEs such as
Fortem Technologies as a spinoff of ImSAR LLC. Table 9
showcases a selective group of established corporations
and small enterprises in the global CUS market. In this
section, big fish and small fish are analyzed to understand
the current ecosystem of the global civilian CUS market.
Recent acquisitions between big fish and small fish which
have blurred the boundaries between oceans and regional
ponds are also analyzed in this section.

1) Big Fish in the Ocean

North American and European defense industries have
been ruled by a group of dominant players.

• North America: The North American defense tri-
umvirate, i.e., i) Lockheed Martin, ii) Northrop
Grumman, and iii) Raytheon, boasts expansive prod-
uct and service portfolios catering to the aerospace
and defense industries. All three corporations have
a strong foothold in the military UAV industry: i)
Lockheed Martin’s Indago, Condor, and Stalker [317],
ii) Northrop Grumman’s Global Hawk [318], and iii)
Raytheon’s Coyote and Silver Fox UAVs are all-time
major players in military UAV systems [270], [319].
Among the triumvirate, Lockheed Martin entered the
civilian CUS market by introducing ICARUS, a Q-
53 radar system that detects mUAVs and triggers a
kill chain to defeat targets using its Advanced Test
High Energy Asset System (ATHENA), a transportable
ground-based system equipped with a 30 kilowatt
laser beam [320]. In comparison, both Northrop
Grumman’s Drone Restricted Access Using Known
EW (DRAKE) CUS system [321], which is a radio
frequency negation system delivering a non-kinetic
electronic attack, and Raytheon’s Coyote CUS sys-
tem [270], which consists of Ku-band multi-spectral
detecting and high-energy laser neutralization func-
tions, strictly target military applications.

• European: European triumvirate corporations in the
CUS market consist of the Thales Group in France,
Saab AB in Sweden, and Blighter Surveillance Sys-
tems Ltd. in the UK. In contrast to the military-
centric product and service portfolio of the North
American triumvirate, European triumvirate serves
both the military and civilian markets. Compared
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TABLE 9. Exemplary Companies in The Global CUS Market (Alphabetic order)

Company
(Country)

Industry UAV/CUS Product,
Service Portfolio

Strength Partnerships / M&As

Aveillant (UK) [304] CUS –/Gamekeeper 16U Holographic radar Acquired by Thales Group
(Nov. 2017)

Blighter
Surveillance

Systems (UK) [305]
Defense

–/AUDS inc.
Hawkeye tracker

Turn-key solution –

Citadel Defense
(US) [306]

CUS –/Titan
Artificial intelligence-based
proprietary algorithm

Partnered with Liteye for its hard-
ware competence (Mar. 2020)

Dedrone
(US) [39]

CUS –/DroneTracker
Machine learning-based algorithm
with proprietary UAV database

Partnered with Batelle for
neutralization features

Drone Defense
(UK) [307]

CUS
SkyFence, AeroSentry,
AeroSnare, NetGun,
Paladyne/–

Turn-key solution, AeroGuards–
human CUS guard–service, secu-
rity consulting

–

DroneShield
(AU) [308]

CUS –/DroneSentinel, RfZero,
RfPatrol, DroneGun

Proprietary acoustic detection
strategy

Acquired by Thales Group
(May 2019)

Liteye
(US) [309]

CUS –/AUDS, mobile AUDS Radar surveillance technology Partnered with Citadel Defense for
its software competence (Mar. 2020)

Lockheed Martin
(US) [310]

Aerospace
& defense

Indago3, Condor XEP,
Stalker XE/ICARUS +
ATHENA

Radar surveillance technology –

Northrop Grumman
(US) [311]

Aerospace
& defense

Global Hawk/
DRAKE

Radar surveillance
technology

Partnered with Liteye for US
Army’s MFIX (Nov. 2018)

Raytheon
(US) [312]

Aerospace
& defense

Silver Fox, Coyote/
Coyote CUS

Radar and missile technology –

Saab AB
(SE) [313]

Aerospace
& defense

–/Giraffe ELSS Radar surveillance technology
–

SkySafe
(US) [314]

CUS
–/DroneFox Tacti-
cal & Fortify

Turn-key solution, security
consulting

–

Thales Group
(FR) [315]

Aerospace
& defense

WatchkeeperX, Spyranger,
Fulmar/EagleSHIELD inc.
Horus Captor

Turn-key solution
Acquired Aveillant (Nov. 2017)
and DroneShield (May 2019)

WhiteFox Defense
Technologies (US) [316]

CUS
–/DroneFox Tactical
& Fortify

Turn-key solution, security
consulting

–

to the heavy weight champions of Thales and
Saab, whose legacy products and service portfo-
lios heavily rely on military applications, the UK’s
Blighter Surveillance System plays a relatively light-
weight game specifically focused on the CUS market.
Blighter’s Anti-UAV Defense System (AUDS) solution
combines Blighter’s A400 Series air security radar
with its HawkEye video tracker armed with a direc-
tional radio frequency inhibitor for signal jamming
in order to serve areas of demand in the civilian
market, such as airports, nuclear power plants, and
high-end commercial compounds, in addition to
defense, national border security, law enforcement,
and coastline security. Blighter’s AUDS is the most
ambidextrous, full-stack CUS solution among those
of the European triumvirate, consisting of Blighter’s
hardware capability in radar technology and its pro-
prietary software. Saab and Thales, on the other
hand, have a stronger presence in terms of hardware
capability. Moreover both corporations also offer a
wide range of UAV products and solutions, such

as Saab’s Skeldar Series and Thales’s WatchkeeperX,
Spyranger, and Fulmar models. As a result, the
prospect of the emerging and booming CUS market
poses a Catch-22 for both Saab and Thales by placing
both companies in the position of a locksmith who
is tasked with inventing both an unlockable lock and
passe-partout. An all-out war in the CUS market
by Saab and Thales would cannibalize their own
UAV markets. As a result, both Saab and Thales shy
away from entering the CUS market in full force,
rather adopting an alternative route of focusing on
the detecting and tracking functions of the CUS
system by leveraging their existing radar technolo-
gies. Saab’s Giraffe Enhanced Low, Slow and Small
(ELSS) CUS system is built on its Giraffe surveil-
lance radar, whereas Thales’s Horus Captor is built
on its short-range, low-altitude surveillance radar.
Thales, however, has recently went one step further:
Thales acquired Aveillant, a UK company developing
drone detection solution using holographic radar
technology, in November of 2017, later acquiring
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Drone Shield, an Australian CUS solution company,
in May of 2019. Mostly owing to these back-to-
back major acquisitions, Thales recently made the
biggest splash in the civilian CUS market by launch-
ing EagleSHIELD, a turn-key CUS solution to de-
tect, track, and neutralize mUAVs, in November of
2019. Thales’s Horus Captor is integrated with Drone
Shield’s neutralization systems, whose defeat func-
tions range from hijacking, jamming, interception,
to both electronic and physical destruction. Thales’s
acquisitions reflect the inherent nature of highly
fragmented markets: numerous small fish in local
ponds.

2) Small Fish in the Pond
The 2010s witnessed the simultaneous sprouting of new
entrants in the CUS market; rather dormant market of
CUS products and services suddenly became crowded
with US firms, such as Aveillant, Dedrone, DroneShield,
Airpsace Systems, SkySafe, Citadel Defense, WhiteFox De-
fense Technologies and Liteye Systems. Table 9 summa-
rizes the CUS product and service portfolios of these in-
cumbents. Concurrent with the active market dynamism
in the civilian CUS market, the entire CUS ecosystem
became more vibrant with large-scale defense contracts,
such as the US Army awarding Leonard DRS, one of
the top US defense contractors, with a $42m contract
to develop CUS capability in October of 2017 [322].
In 2019, the US DoD spent $900m on developing CUS
solutions [297]. This series of large-scale cash injections
by the military sector subsequently fertilized the civilian
CUS market through defense contractors teaming up
with CUS firms as suppliers. For instance, Liteye Systems
partnered with Northrop Grumman to combine Liteye’s
counter UAS defense system with Northrop Grumman’s
Stryker Infantry Carrier Vehicle to create a combat-level,
powerful CUS solution. The majority of small enterprises
in the CUS market possess hardware technologies that
offer a competitive advantage, such as DroneShield’s pro-
prietary acoustic detection technology, Aveillant’s holo-
graphic radar technology, and Drone Defense’s solar-
powered off-grid radio frequency scanning and detection
technology [323], to name a few.

A subgroup of firms armed with strong hardware ca-
pabilities specifically focus on neutralization technology,
such as the DroneHunter interceptor drone by Fortem
Technologies equipped with its interdependent subsys-
tem known as DroneHangar, a charging deck, and a
netting gun.

On the other hand, a group of small enterprises in
the CUS market proudly has a strong competitive ad-
vantage in terms of software capabilities. For instance,
Dedrone’s DroneTracker software is built based on a ma-
chine learning-based algorithm to recognize and classify
mUAVs. Dedrone also developed a proprietary database
of all UAVs currently available in both military and

civilian markets. SkySafe’s Airspace Galaxy is also built on
top of machine learning-based algorithms to detect and
identify mUAVs. Citadel Defense’s Titan is built on top of
its artificial-intelligence-based proprietary algorithms.

These asymmetric competitive advantages among
small enterprises in the CUS market are mostly due to the
limited level of slack resources, including both tangible
and intangible assets. This asymmetry in competitive
advantages motivates small enterprises to search for
potential partnerships with existing or potential competi-
tors whose resources and capabilities would complement
their own. Partnerships between small enterprises with
complementary capabilities are most common. For in-
stance, Citadel Defense recently complemented its weak-
ness in hardware capability by pitching its strength in
CUS software and striking a partnership with Liteye,
whose strength is in hardware technologies, in March of
2020 [324]. Pathway 1 in Fig. 9 represents the prototypical
pathway that SMEs with different competitive advantages
take by partnering with competitors whose competitive
advantages complement their own. In addition to these
types of partnerships among small incumbents in the
CUS market, there also exists a particular group of po-
tential competitors which could help small enterprises to
expand to the global scale: the big fish in the ocean.

3) Small Fish Moving Forward to the Ocean Through Big
Fish
Those small enterprises that strike partnerships with
established corporations are likely to gain a foothold
quickly to expand themselves into larger markets. Path-
way 2 of Fig. 9 visualizes the prototypical pathway that
SMEs take to reach global markets by partnering with
established corporations or even acquiring certain divi-
sions of established corporations. For instance, Dedrone,
whose competitive advantage is significantly lopsided
given its strong software capability, purchased all as-
sets and intellectual properties associated with Batelle’s
DroneDefender, a 15-lb man-portable CUS shoulder rifle,
in October of 2019 [325]. Dedrone’s product and ser-
vice portfolio initially leaned heavily towards detecting
and tracking mUAVs using Dedrone’s machine learning-
based DroneTracker software integrated with radio fre-
quency sensors and pan-tilt-zoom cameras. SMEs strike
partnerships with established corporations for a certain
project or product/service portfolio to extend their global
reach, as represented by Pathway 3 in Fig. 9. Liteye’s
series of partnerships with established aerospace and
defense corporations, such as Raytheon and Northrop
Grumman, are other examples which represent partner-
ships between small enterprises armed with customiz-
able solutions and established corporations possessing
advanced technology-based products. Liteye partnered
with Northrop Grumman to integrate Liteye’s AUDS into
Northrop Grumman’s armored vehicle, the Stryker In-
fantry Carrier Vehicle, and introduced the integrated
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system at the US Army’s Maneuver and Fires Integration
Exercise in November of 2018 [326]. Most recently, Liteye
teamed up with Raytheon Missile & Defense to integrate
Liteye’s AUDS with Raytheon’s PhaserTM high-powered
microwave system in April of 2020 [327]. Dedrone’s acqui-
sition of Bettelle’s neutralization system or Liteye’s part-
nerships with Raytheon and Northrop Grumman show-
case partnerships between regional enterprises with a
specific yet short range of capabilities and established or
even multinational corporations with a diverse portfolio
of products and services where regional enterprises seize
lucrative opportunities to move forward to larger market
while established corporations relatively inexpensively
acquire necessary and highly specific assets. Occasionally
partnerships between small enterprises and established
corporations are leveraged in the opposite direction,
where a big fish attempts to reach regional yet highly
lucrative ponds by swallowing smaller fish.

4) Big Fish Reaching the Pond Through Small Fish

Established corporations generally expand into solution
markets by acquiring regional SMEs with a proven track
record. Pathway 4 in Fig. 9 presents the prototypical
route used by established corporations in the aerospace
and defense industry target to move into to the CUS
market, i.e., by acquisition. Thales acquired Aveillant, the
British CUS company with proprietary holographic radar
technology, in November of 2017 and subsequently estab-
lished Aveillant Limited Thales Company Operational So-
lutions Ltd. [328]. Shortly before the acquisition, Aveillant
had proved its competency in the civilian CUS market by
installing its Gamekeeper CUS system in Monaco on April
of 2016 [329]. Aveillant’s grand entrance into the global
CUS market immediately sparked clients’ interest in CUS
solutions. In April of 2017, Singapore’s ST Electronics

installed Aveillant’s Gamekeeper near the Singapore Flyer
attraction [330]. Paris Charles de Galle Airport in Paris was
the third international VIP client of Aveillant, installing
Gamekeeper in July of 2017 [331]. Three major interna-
tional installations provided Thales with sufficient valida-
tion to its decision to acquire Aveillant. Shortly after the
Aveillant acquisition, Thales then acquired DroneShield,
an Australian CUS company specialized in acoustic UAV
detection technology, in May of 2019 [332].

VII. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE DIRECTION
In this section, we present the challenges and future
direction for the CUS research and the vision of the CUS
market.

A. LIMIT AND CHALLENGES OF CUS NETWORKS
A single platform can hardly cope with unpredictable
threats from emerging mUAVs, and multiple platforms
in CUS networks providing diversity and reliability will
be a promising solution. Intercommunication between
the platforms is a critical factor that allows the system
effectively to operate integrated CUS and CUS networks.
Proper network and communication performance satis-
fying mission requirements is the key issue to maximize
the performance of an integrated CUS network.

Integrated CUS networks can consist of static/mobile
ground platforms, human-packable platforms, and
high/low altitude sky platforms. These networks among
(quasi-)static ground platforms are represented as a mo-
bile ad hoc network (MANET); networks among mobile
ground platforms are represented as a vehicle ad hoc
network (VANET); and networks among sky platforms are
represented as a flying ad hoc network (FANET). These
respective ad hoc networks have unique characteristics
in terms of mobility, topology, topology changes, energy
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constraints, and uses [69]. Furthermore, networks having
different objectives, e.g., detection, computation, and
neutralization, have different communication require-
ments, e.g., rates, latencies, and mobility levels.

Therefore, incorporating the unique characteristics of
the network type (i.e., MANET, VANET, and FANET)
and the network role, integrated CUS networks must
be flexible and manageable. These networks must bal-
ance/optimize the requirements, e.g., platform mobility,
robust transmission links, delay, scalability, multiple ac-
cess schemes, and limited resource allocation. To deal
with CUS network optimization, software-defined net-
working (SDN) and network function virtualization (NFV)
technologies can effectively manage the resources for an
inter-operable CUS with various platforms [333], [334].
It is worth noting that the UAVs in a CUS network not
only be benefitted by SDN/NFV, but also support other
platforms as programmable network nodes [56], [335]–
[337] (see [333] and references therein for the survey
of UAV related SDN/NFV). For example, SDN and NFV
can handle flexible power allocation, coordination of the
bandwidth/channel allocation, and routing algorithms.
Unified management and optimization of the dynamic
configuration of the networks can be realized through
SDN and NFV. SDN decouples the control plane from
the data plane and simplifies network management and
control [338], [339]. NFV decouples the hardware and
software and enhances the flexibility of the networks
by using virtualization techniques [340]. It is notewor-
thy that network slicing can also achieve flexible and
manageable networks that can be realized with SDN and
NFV. Network slicing refers to a logical network that
can provide mission-specific capabilities [341]. Satellite
communications beyond HAPs can also be considered
to implement SDN-based high-performance communica-
tions. Heterogeneous satellite communication networks
can be interoperable with ground/sky platforms and can
provide flexibility according to the service requirements
based on SDN and NFV [342], [343].

CUS networks need to be designed carefully to sat-
isfy multiple objectives with the capabilities of flexi-
bility and manageability. These networks can be cen-
tralized/decentralized and homogeneous/heterogeneous
to balance the tradeoff between robustness and perfor-
mance; however, their architecture is fixed which limits
their performance. Emerging technologies such as SDN,
NFV, network slicing, and resource optimization will en-
able these networks to be flexible and manageable in
terms of communications and networking performances.

B. DEARTH OF ASSESSMENT CRITERIA FOR CUSS
To tackle with dearth of assessment criteria which was
explained in Section VI-A, several objectives as well as an-
alytical and experimental studies can be investigated. We
propose a few performance objectives including mUAV
neutralization probability (mUNP), expected loss of profit

(ELP), covering space per cost (CSC), mitigation comple-
tion time (MCT), mitigation completion power (MCP),
capacity of mitigation (COM), mitigation cycle of CUS
(MCC), and operating duration of CUS (ODC), as follows:

• mUNP: It is defined as Pd Pm where Pd and Pm are
detection and mitigation probabilities, respectively.
The mUNP then represents the success probability
of CUS mission. An instantaneous mUNP can be
maximized by allocating resources, e.g., power, spec-
trum, and sensing time, to the devices and functions
for the given CUS platforms and architectures, and
an average mUNP can be employed by designing
and deploying the CUS platforms and architectures.
When an mUAV approaches from a blind spot, we
can consider the worst-case mUNP and maximize it
so that lower bound of neutralization performance
is increased, resulting in a robust CUS.

• ELP: It is defined as (1 − Pd Pm)E
[
Cp

] + P f E [Cc ],
where E

[
Cp

]
denotes the expected damage cost in

a protective area, P f denotes a false alarm proba-
bility, and E [Cc ] denotes expected collateral damage
caused by the false alarm. The ELP represents the
expected net cost by operating the CUS, which
should be minimized in the design of CUS.

• CSC: It is space that can be covered by a single
CUS with the normalized cost of resources. In other
words, CSC represents how broad space can be
effectively covered by a CUS by using normalized
resources, such as power, spectrum, and sensing
time. In open space, the CSC is equivalent to the
maximum range (distance) of the effective mitigation
of CUS per unit resource use.

• MCT/MCP: It is a required time/power to succes-
sively mitigate a single mUAV. Based on MCT/MCP,
we can predict the required time/power consump-
tion to mitigate multiple mUAVs and to complete a
mission in various attack scenarios of mUAV.

• COM: It is the largest number of mUAVs that CUS
can simultaneously mitigate. COM can be used to
determine how many CUSs are required to cover the
target area and how to schedule them to effectively
protect the target area.

• MCC: It is a number of mUAVs that CUS can mitigate
per unit time. MCC can be used with COM to design
the defense systems.

• ODC: It is an operating duration that CUS can con-
tinuously operate without recharging or returning to
a base. These performance criteria should be studied
and employed according to several specific scenarios
(e.g., 24/7-operation requirement and ultra-sensitive
areas).

C. TECHNOLOGICAL CHALLENGES AND STRATEGIES
To enhance the performance of CUSs and achieve the
objectives introduced in the previous subsection, there
are still numerous technological challenges remaining.
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The technological challenges/issues and strategies to
achieve/resolve them are summarized as follows:

• Fundamental framework and prototype for CUS:
Fundamental framework for CUS has not been fully
characterized and analyzed in both academia and
industries. Since CUS is an integration of various
technologies, such as wireless communications, net-
works, control theory, mechanics, and computer sci-
ence, more comprehensive frameworks are required
to effectively integrate them.

• Dynamic and flexible CUS networks: Since each
platform has unique benefits and limitations in
terms of the mobility, topology, energy cases, and us-
ages, a dynamic and flexible CUS network is desired
to significantly improve the CUS performance. For
example, networking the sensing, C2, and mitigation
systems to flatten the hierarchy, reduce the oper-
ational pause, enhance precision, and increase the
response speed of command [156]. Here, SDN/NFV
could be a relevant solution to establish the dynamic
and flexible networks.

• Fusion or confusion?: The CUS consists of vari-
ous sensors, each of which collects and provides
heterogeneous information. Direct merge of various
data with the lack of caution may confuse rather
than clarify the decision of CUS. The heterogeneous
data should be intelligently fused to establish ro-
bust and effective sensing systems that can cor-
rectly detect/identify, authorize, localize, and track
the mUAVs. For the intelligent fusion of sensing data,
recently and dramatically developed artificial intel-
ligent (AI) technologies could enhance performance
of data fusion.

• Automation and fast computation: MCT is a critical
factor to protect skies. Inefficient computing strate-
gies of C2 systems as well as human interventions
cause significant latency and large MCT. To reduce
the computing time, edge computing can be em-
ployed in which nearby edge nodes provide com-
putation to CUS. Edge computing can also provide
stronger security and better interoperability. On the
other hand, AI can minimize human interventions
to enhance CUS performance.

• Catch me if you can: The rapid and innovative de-
velopment of UAVs make the existing CUS obsolete.
To prepare for every eventualities including attacks
from mUAVs performing cyberattacks (e.g., GNSS/RF
jamming and spoofing), the knowledge of the state-
of-the-art mUAV is required. It is however challeng-
ing to identify all types of mUAVs and obtain the
information of the mUAVs. Therefore, the physical
mitigation which uses less or none of knowledge
about mUAVs is required (see Section V.B.2). For the
physical mitigation, the mUAV tracking and chasing
algorithms should be developed as stated in Section

III.B. Also, the fast and accurate mobility of mobile
platforms (e.g., ground mobile and sky platforms)
should be studied.

• Price reduction: The price of UAVs is decreasing
and more affordable, whereas the price of CUSs
is much more expensive than UAVs. The asym-
metric cost between UAV and CUS would hinder
the defenders from protecting wide exposed area.
Therefore, improving the energy efficiency of CUSs
is important to make CUS sustainable and reusable
to cover wide area. Furthermore, developing the low-
cost sensors/mitigators is critical to reduce the price
of CUS, so that wide area can be protected with low
cost.

D. YIN AND YANG OF THE CUS INDUSTRY: WHAT ARE
THE LESSONS FOR ADJACENT MARKET PLAYERS?
The rise of the UAV industry has become the backdrop of
a modern-day gold rush: multiple stakeholders ranging
from manufacturers to service providers have quickly
filled the emerging ecosystem of UAVs. One group of the
stakeholders has arrived at the scene with malevolent
intentions and has abused the newly developing UAV
innovations. The global CUS market blossomed as a
direct response to this unmet market need that had been
created by negative externalities of the UAV industry. As
a result, the CUS market shows a few characteristics
that are distinctively different from the majority of newly
created technology markets (as summarized in Table 10).

• First, the current market needs in the CUS market
entirely depend on the activities, especially those
with negative impacts, in the UAV industry. On the
other hand, the UAV industry also partially depends
on the activities in the CUS market to a certain
degree, although the level of dependence is much
lower than that of the CUS market. This mutual
dependence creates a type of yin and yang dynamics
between the UAV industry and the CUS market: one
system’s activities have direct impacts on the other
system, and vice versa, and one system can hardly
exist independently without the other system’s pros-
perity. However, it is quite a stretch to label the UAV
and CUS market as yin and yang dynamics owing
to the mutual yet asymmetric interdependence that
exists.

• This creates the second characteristic of the CUS
market: temporal precedence of the UAV industry,
which is necessary for the CUS market to emerge.
Without negative externalities in the UAV industry,
the market need for the CUS market would never
have existed.

• Third, the market size and growth rate of the CUS
market entirely depend on the size and growth
rate of negative externalities in the UAV industry
as well. Without the perceived threats of mUAVs,
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TABLE 10. Yin and Yang of the UAV and CUS Industries: What are the Lessons for Adjacent Market Players?

• Asymmetric interdependence of UAV & CUS industry Complete dependence of the current CUS needs on the UAV industry versus partial
dependence of the UAV industry on the growth of the CUS market

• Temporal precedence of the UAV industry Negative externalities of the UAV industry precede the market needs for CUSs

• Bounded growth potential of the CUS market Complete dependence of the CUS market size and growth on the UAV industry

• Wild card in regulatory changes Market saturation and demise of CUSs being a function of future regulatory changes
and those of the UAV industry

• Risk of cannibalization Tapping into both UAV and CUS markets requires a willingness to cannibalize

the anticipated growth of the CUS market is highly
unlikely.

• Fourth, market saturation and the demise of the
CUS market in future depend not only on that of
the UAV industry but also on potential changes
in UAV regulations. If UAV regulatory changes are
geared towards more a laissez-faireism approach,
negative externalities of the UAV industry are also
expected to be substantiated, which consequently
would facilitate the growth of the CUS market. On
the other hand, if UAV regulations move towards
more conservative and strict domains, the negative
externalities of the UAV industry would automati-
cally be contained, thus inhibiting the growth of the
CUS market.

• Lastly, tapping into both the UAV and CUS mar-
kets will create the ultimate Catch-22 of cannibal-
izing one’s own product and service portfolio. These
distinct characteristics of the global CUS market
pose unique opportunities for industry players in
adjacent markets, such as telecommunication ser-
vice providers, consumer electronics companies, and
software companies. Although still highly uncertain,
potential entrants to the CUS market, especially es-
tablished corporations, may have to draw an analogy
from large corporations in the aerospace and defense
industry, such as Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grum-
man, and Thales. Due to the limited nature of market
opportunities in the CUS market, as explained in
this section, corporate entrants should heed Thales’s
strategy of acquiring regional small enterprises with
strong capabilities in integrated CUS solutions.

We also investigate the new industry emergence and
market dynamics of CUS in this study. Our findings
in this section highlight the emergence process of the
CUS industry and the distinctive characteristics of the
current CUS market. Due to the limited number of
market incumbents which is the innate limitation of the
newly emerging industry and market, however, qualitative
analysis approach was the only viable option for this
study. As the CUS industry evolves and more incumbents
enter the CUS market, future research would be able
to leverage diverse methodologies including quantitative
or mixed method. For instance, as the CUS industry
matures, markets are likely to be further multi-layered,

i.e., incumbents becoming more specialized in narrowly
focused product and service portfolios. Based on the
findings of this study, further investigation on prototypi-
cal incumbents and their alliance networks would reveal
further market dynamism of the CUS industry.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have provided a comprehensive survey
of CUSs based on a top-down approach. Starting with
UAV applications, the survey has explored the platforms,
architectures, and devices and functions of CUSs. Vari-
ous types of platforms, systems, and devices have been
introduced and their pros and cons and associated chal-
lenging issues have been examined. CUS platforms have
been categorized as ground and sky platforms with the
networks connecting them based on the operating region.
A lower-level taxonomy of CUSs, i.e., an architecture,
was then introduced, including three systems, sensing,
C2, and mitigation systems. In the lowest level of the
CUS taxonomy, two essential devices for CUSs, sensors
and mitigators, were reviewed. Finally, we surveyed the
CUS market and revealed its dynamics and unique char-
acteristics. From this survey, we have identified rapidly
and dynamically growing studies and businesses related
to CUSs. We believe that this in-depth survey of CUSs
provides a timely and unique guideline for CUS develop-
ment, regulation implementation, and industry collabo-
ration.
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